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The Carboniferous Pembroke Limestone Group outcrop along the 
northern crop of the South Wales Coalfield forms a superb example of 
inter-stratal karst and contains several of Britain’s longest cave systems 
(Waltham et al., 1997; Smart and Gardener, 1989). In the Llangattock–
Pontypool area the limestone crops out as a narrow sinuous strip 
overlooking the Usk valley (Barclay, 1989), extending along the steep 
north- and east-facing scarpface of Mynydd Llangattock, Gilwern Hill, 
the Blorenge and Mynydd Garnclochdy (Fig.1). It is also exposed south 
of Blaenavon, where the Afon Lwyd has incised into the limestone, 
forming an elongate re-entrant down to Pontypool.

The largest of these caves, Ogof Draenen, is currently the longest 
cave in Britain, with a surveyed length in excess of 70km (Fig.2) 
and, at the time of writing, it is among the thirty longest caves in the 
World. It is located at the eastern end of the Brecon Beacons National 
Park, close to the town of Blaenavon. The current entrance [NGR SO 
24631 11779], is located high on the northeast-facing scarp at the head 
of Cwm Llanwenarth, close to the hamlet of Pwll du, six kilometres 
southwest of Abergavenny, at an elevation of 360.8m OD. The 
Cwmbran Caving Club first investigated the entrance of Ogof Draenen 
in the mid 1980s, when the cave was a small, choked, phreatic tube. In 
1991, the Morgannwg Caving Club started digging at the site (Munn 
et al., 1994), extending it to a length of 66m and a depth of 15m by 
early 1994 (Kendall, 1994). The main breakthrough occurred on 6th 
October 1994. By the 28th November, more than 15km of passage had 
been explored and surveyed. During the next three years the rate of 
exploration averaged around 2km per month, and to date more than 
70km of cave passages spanning a vertical range of 148m have been 
explored (Fig.2).

The cave comprises a complex multi-phase network of passages that 
extends beneath the interfluve separating the Usk and Lwyd valleys. 
Tracer testing demonstrates that water draining into the cave spans 
several surface catchments. Most water feeds into a streamway that 
resurges at a series of springs at Pontnewynydd, 10km to the south in 
the Lwyd valley, but some also flows to springs draining to the Clydach 
valley to the north. Maurice and Guilford (2011) give a fuller account 
of the current understanding of the cave’s hydrogeology. Above and 
up-dip from the streamway lie several tiers of abandoned cave passage 
(although some still carry underfit streams) developed throughout 
the limestone sequence. Most of these relict passages, which include 
some of the largest cave passage in Britain, are unrelated to the modern 
hydrology and reveal evidence of a complicated series of cave levels 
and captures related to incision in three separate valleys (Simms and 
Farrant, 2011). Both now but particularly in the past, Ogof Draenen 
was an important bat roost (Kendall and Guilford, 2011), as evidenced 
by large relict piles of bat guano. Results of six radiocarbon dates 
obtained from guano samples suggest that the cave was a major bat 
roost between at least the Iron Age and the Medieval period (Leroy and 
Simms, 2006).Figure 1: Location of Ogof Draenen and the Mynydd Llangattock cave systems.
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Figure 2: Outline centre-line survey of Ogof Draenen, adapted from  surveys by the Oxford University Caving Club and others, courtesy of R. Kendall.
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The landscape around Ogof Draenen is dominated by a major 
escarpment overlooking the lowlands of the Usk valley (Fig.3). West 
of Abergavenny the scarp is marked by the northeast-facing crags of 
Mynydd Llangynidir, Mynydd Llangattock and the Blorenge (561m), 
but swings round to a more north–south orientation along the east-
facing ridge of Mynydd y Garn-fawr and Mynydd Garnclochdy. The 
crest of the scarp and the dip-slope behind are capped by Marros Group 
sandstones, mudstones and siltstones, and in places by the South Wales 
Lower Coal Measures Formation (Fig.4). Locally the scarp is incised by 
small glacial cirques and sporadic deep valleys, of which the Clydach 
Gorge, excavated by a tributary of the Usk, is the largest. Incision of 
the gorge has permitted the low-level drainage of the Carboniferous 
limestones under Mynydd Llangattock, focussed on the springs at Pwll 
y Cwm, (Smart and Gardener, 1989), leading to the development of the 
present Mynydd Llangattock karstic drainage system.

A smaller valley, Cwm Llanwenarth, 2.5km southeast of the Clydach 
Gorge, drains northwards through Govilon to the River Usk. The Ogof 
Draenen entrance is at the head of this small valley, close to the top 
of the escarpment and just below the toe of a recent coal tip. Some 
three kilometres west of, and running parallel to, the main scarp is the 
Afon Lwyd. This rises above Blaenavon and flows via a deeply-incised 
valley, Cwm Afon, south to Pontypool. This valley cuts down through 
the limestone sequence, forming an elongate karst window more than 
7km long but mostly less than 1km wide. Incision into the limestone 
has again facilitated the development of karstic drainage systems that 
are currently focussed on springs at Pontnewynydd, near Pontypool, of 
which Ogof Draenen is part. The Afon Lwyd rejoins the River Usk in 
its tidal reaches at Caerleon.

Little has been published on the regional geomorphology of the area. 
Brown (1960) recognized a series of erosional planation surfaces across 
much of southern and central Wales, and suggested these were developed 
during episodic uplift in Tertiary times. His ‘High Plateau’ included 
much of Mynydd Llangattock, at 520–560m OD, with a lower ‘Middle 
Peneplain’ around Brynmawr at around 420–430m OD. The ‘Lower 
Peneplain’ was identified as a suite of fragmented terraces and spurs 
on the sides of the Usk valley, and the broad lowland around Llangorse 
Lake, near Brecon. However, this simplistic view does not bear detailed 
scrutiny and it is clear that many features that he regarded as peneplain 
remnants are either essentially fragmentary stratimorphic surfaces, 
remnants of former valley base-levels, or more recent aggradational 
Quaternary river terrace remnants. More recently, Battiau-Queney 

(1980, 1984) suggested that the regional topography is a function 
of differential uplift driven by crustal blocks with differing isostatic 
properties related to deep-seated basement structures. Although the 
regional topography may be governed by isostatic response to crustal 
disequilibrium, local topography and base-level have a far stronger 
influence on cave passages genesis and evolution. The development of 
passages at specific levels is related to the interplay between lithology, 
structure and topography in a dipping, predominantly unconfined 
aquifer, although some aspects of early speleogenesis might have been 
imprinted before the aquifer became unconfined.

Figure 3: Nextmap hill-shaded surface model image of the northeastern part of the 
South Wales Coalfield and the Usk valley, showing the location of Ogof Draenen.

Figure 4: Geological map of the 
Ogof Draenen area with structure 
contours on the top of the Clydach 
Valley Subgroup and the top of the 
Cwmyniscoy Mudstone Formation. 
Geological map is based on the 
British Geological Survey 1:50 000 
scale map sheet 232 Abergavenny.
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Above: Caver viewing the remarkable Geryon formation, in the southern 
end of Luck of the Draw in the Dollimore Series of Ogof Draenen, 
South Wales. The passage is developed in the dolomitized Darren 
Ddu Limestone Member, at the top of the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation. 
Note the green mudstone-infilled palaeokarst hollows that occur in a 
band across the image between knee and waist height. Anthodites are 
common in passages developed at this stratigraphical level.
Photo by Brendan Marris.

Above: Pwll du Quarry, general view of quarry face, 1978. The massive basal unit is the 
Gilwern Oolite which has a buff coloured palaeosol complex at its top, half way up the main 
face. The Llanelly Formation forms the upper half of the quarry and consists of well-bedded, 
and in places wavy-bedded, pelletal micritic limestones with thin clay interbeds. The topmost 
member of this formation is a poorly exposed clay bed that underlies the grassy ledge towards 
the top of the face, which also marks the bed of the old tramway from Pwll du to Garn Ddyrys. 
This is succeeded by quartzitic sandstones of the basal Twrch Sandstone Formation.
Ogof Siambre Ddu is located in the centre-top of the image, within the tramway cutting, and 
is a collapse chamber developed within the Twrch Sandstone Formation. Only a few tens of 
metres behind the cliff face, within the Gilwern Oolite, lie the large relict cave passages of 
Megadrive and Siambre Ddu Passage in Ogof Draenen, which run parallel to the cliff face.
British Geological Survey Photograph P007684 ©NERC.

To the left: Southern part of Graig Quarry, SE of Blaenavon, looking 
east, which exposes the contact between the Blaen Onnen Oolite 
Formation and the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation. The lower two-thirds of 
the face comprise dolomitised shelly oolitic limestone of the Blaen Onnen 
Oolite Formation, characterised by an increasingly rusty pockmarked 
aspect. Above are 6.3 m of finer-grained, creamy-weathering, closer-
jointed dolomites forming the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation. Two metres 
below the cliff top is a thin pale grey chert bed forming a discontinuous 
overhang. The overlying Namurian strata of alternating thin sandstones, 
siltstones and mudstones with a more prominent bed of quartzite in 
the middle occupy the grassy slope above the main face. The Gilwern 
Oolite, Llanelly and Dowlais Limestone formations are all absent here, 
having been removed by intra-Carboniferous erosion. Ogof Cwmavon 
[SO 27150 07420] is located in this quarry to the left of the area shown. 
The site is now considerably more overgrown than in this image taken 
in 1975.
British Geological Survey Photograph P007640 ©NERC.

To the left: Eastnortheastward view taken in 
1978, looking from Twyn-y-Dinas towards the 
Cwm Quarries on the western side of Gilwern 
Hill. White screes above the highest quarry 
faces mark the outcrop of the Twrch Sandstone 
Formation (formerly ‘Millstone Grit’). About 
10m of mid- to dark grey limestone of the Dowlais 
Limestone Formation, forming the upper part of 
the Pembroke Limestone Group, is exposed in the 
highest quarry on the right of the photograph, and 
this is underlain by a thick pale buff clay bed, the 
topmost member of the Llanelly Formation. This 
clay bed rests on a prominent white bed topping 
a sequence of well-bedded grey limestones that 
comprise the bulk of the Llanelly Formation. 
Another prominent buff clay bed marks the junction 
between these beds and the massive limestones of 
the Gilwern Oolite Formation below. This in turn 
is underlain by massive thick-bedded dolostones 
within the Clydach Valley Subgroup, seen in the 
lowest quarries. At the base of the photograph, 
Cwm Dyar contains several small springs fed by 
sinks on the top of Gilwern Hill. The northern end 
of Ogof Draenen is developed within the Clydach 
Valley Subgroup limestones, and several small 
cave fragments can be seen in the these quarries 
including Ogof Mis Mel and Ogof Rosyn. 
British Geological Survey Photograph P007678 
©NERC.
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Geology
The scarp overlooking the Usk valley between Llangattock and Pontypool 
(Fig.4) is dominated by a thick sequence of Devonian sandstones and 
conglomerates. Close to the top of the scarp is a relatively thin sequence 
of Early Carboniferous limestones and dolostones comprising the Avon 
and Pembroke Limestone groups (Fig.5). These in turn are overlain 
by the coal-bearing Late Carboniferous sandstones, conglomerates 
and mudstones of the Marros and South Wales Coal Measures groups 
that form the scarp crest. The Pembroke Limestone Group is host to 
several major cave systems, with more than 150km of known passage, 
and forms an extensive area of intra-stratal karst beneath Mynydd 
Llangynidir, Mynydd Llangattock and around to Mynydd Garnclochdy 
and Pontypool. It crops out as a narrow sinuous strip along the scarp-face 
and forms an elongate re-entrant of limestone and dolostone extending 
up the Lwyd valley south of Blaenavon. A detailed geological account 
is given in Barclay (1989), with aspects of the Carboniferous limestone 
sequence expanded upon in George, (1954, 1955) and Wright, (1981, 
1982, 1986a). A lithostratigraphical framework for the Carboniferous 
rocks in southern England and Wales, including updated nomenclature, 
is given by Waters et al. (2009).

Both the Avon and Pembroke Limestone groups (Fig.6) were 
deposited on the northeastern margin of a carbonate ramp that extended 
across much of the area now forming South Wales (Wright, 1986a). They 
are characterized by a platform carbonate lithofacies association and 
show an evolution from ramp facies during the Courceyan–Arundian to 
shelf facies during the Holkerian and Asbian. The Avon Group overlies 
sandstones of Devonian age and both it and the overlying Pembroke 
Limestone Group are markedly thinner in this area than elsewhere in 
South Wales, principally because the upper parts of the sequence have 
been affected by overstep of the Namurian Marros Group sequence 
(Wright, 1986a; George, 1972).

The Avon Group (formerly known as the Lower Limestone Shale) 
can be divided into two formations; the Castell Coch Limestone and 
Cwmyniscoy Mudstone formations (Waters and Lawrence, 1987; 
Wilson et al., 1990). Above, the Pembroke Limestone Group is divided 
into three major units; the Clydach Valley Subgroup; the Llanelly 
Formation and the Dowlais Limestone Formation. The inter-digitating 
ooid-limestones and dolostones of the Clydach Valley Subgroup can be 
further subdivided into five distinct formations, described by Barclay 
(1989). In upward succession, these are: the Sychnant Dolomite, Pwll-
y-Cwm Oolite, Pantydarren, Blaen Onnen Oolite, Coed Ffyddlwn 
and Gilwern Oolite formations. The Clydach Valley Subgroup is of 
equivalent age to the Black Rock Limestone Subgroup of the southern 
crop of the South Wales Coalfield and the Bristol region, but is of 
sufficiently distinctive lithofacies to be recognized as a distinct entity 

although the transition is obscured by extensive dolomitization and 
the Namurian overstep. Along the northern crop of the South Wales 
Coalfield the overlying Llanelly Formation generally comprises four 
members (Wright, 1981; Barclay, 1989), in ascending order: Clydach 
Halt, Cheltenham Limestone, Penllwyn Oolite and Gilwern Clay 
members. The overlying Dowlais Limestone Formation is broadly of 
equivalent age to the Hunts Bay Oolite Subgroup farther south (George 
et al., 1976), and is well exposed on Mynydd Llangattock, but has been 
removed beneath the Namurian overstep in the Ogof Draenen area.

In the Blaenavon area the limestone succession is marked by a 
thinner, more marginal succession, and consists mainly of ooid shoal 
deposits and back shoal peritidal deposits. The ooidal and marginal 
marine limestones reflect its near-shore location. Periods of emergence 
are represented by palaeokarst horizons that occur in the upper part of 
the Gilwern Oolite (marked by brecciated and palaeosol horizons) and 
at the base of the Pwll-y-Cwm Oolite. In addition, periodic tectonic 
movement occurred both along the Neath Disturbance, a major fault 
zone that runs just to the north, and farther east along the Usk Axis, 
a prominent north/south-oriented anticlinal structure. These intra-
Carboniferous movements exerted a major influence on sediment 
deposition. This resulted in partial erosion of the limestone sequence 
above the Llanelly Formation, prior to deposition of the overlying 
coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates of the Twrch Sandstone 
Formation (Marros Group; formerly ‘Millstone Grit’), which overstep 
the Carboniferous limestone succession progressively towards the east. 
In the Pwll du area the Dowlais Limestone has been removed and the 
Twrch Sandstone Formation rests directly on the Llanelly Formation. 
East of Pen-fford-goch Pond and on the eastern side of the Afon Lwyd 
valley the Llanelly Formation has been entirely eroded. On the eastern 
side of Mynydd Garnclochdy most of the strata above the Castell Coch 
Limestone Formation have been removed and thus the local base of the 
Marros Group overlies the middle of the Avon Group and the preserved 
Carboniferous limestone sequence is less than 25m thick.

Ogof Draenen is developed almost entirely within rocks of the 
Clydach Valley Subgroup, with only a few passages extending up into 
the Llanelly Formation. No passages are known to extend down into 
the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone, although parts of the War of the Worlds, 
Dollimore Series and the lower part of the Beyond a Choke streamway 
probably come close to the base of the Subgroup. However, some of the 
springs in Cwm Afon are developed within the Castell Coch Limestone 
Formation, indicating that some karstic drainage does penetrate through 
into the Avon Group. However the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone Formation 
is likely to be a significant aquitard.

Although cave development occurs throughout the Clydach 
Valley Subgroup sequence, lithology has an important influence on 
speleogenesis. Primarily, lithology and in particular the presence of 

System Series Stage Group Subgroup Formation Member or 
dominant lithologies Thickness (m)

Carboniferous

Westphalian

Bolsovian
to

Duckmantian
South Wales 
Coal Measures 
Group

South Wales Middle Coal 
Measures Formation Cycles of grey mudstone and siltstone, 

with some quartzitic sandstones and 
many workable coals

120 – 220

Langsettian South Wales Lower Coal 
Measures Formation 80 – 150

Namurian
Yeadonian

to
Pendleian

Marros Group Bishopston Mudstone and 
Twrch Sandstone formations Quartzitic sandstones and mudstones 20 – 45

Visean

Holkerian

Pembroke 
Limestone 
Group

Dowlais Limestone Formation Tabular bioclastic limestones 0 – 80

Arundian

Garn Caws Sandstone 
Formation Quartzitic sandstone 0 – 8

Llanelly Formation

Cheltenham Limestone Member

0 – 20Clydach Halt Member
Gilwern Clay Member
Penllwyn Oolite Member

Chadian
Clydach Valley 
Subgroup

[Abercriban 
Oolite 
Subgroup 
in the west]

Gilwern Oolite Formation
Ooidal grainstones

20 – 50

Tournaisian

Craig-y-Gaer Coral Bed [Member]

Courceyan

Coed Ffyddlwn Formation Darren Ddu Limestone Member

Mostly ooidal and dolomitic limestones; 
much secondary dolomitization

Blaen Onnen Oolite 
Formation
Pantydarren Formation
Pwll-y-Cwm Oolite Formation
Sychnant Dolomite Formation

Avon Group
Cwmyniscoy Mudstone 
Formation Dark grey mudstone and limestone 0 – 25
Castell Coch Limestone 
Formation Sandy bioclastic limestone 13 – 30

Devonian Upper
Devonian Fammenian

Quartz 
Conglomerate 
Group 
[Upper Old Red 
Sandstone]

Garn-gofen Formation Grey-green micaceous and quartzitic 
sandstone 0 – 20

Craig-y-Cwm Formation Quartz-pebble conglomerates 0 – 12
Wern Watkin Formation Pale grey-green quartzitic sandstone 8 – 16

Figure 5: Chrono- and lithostratigraphical nomenclature for the Upper Devonian and Carboniferous sequence of the Abergavenny area (largely after Barclay, 1989). 
Not to scale. Note that the Series and Stage nomenclature is based upon “local” British, rather than current international, usage.
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dolomite and disseminated sulphides, influences the way each part of 
the succession is affected by dissolution and perhaps also by corrosion. 
Lithology also determines the mass-fracture properties of the rock, such 
as fracture style and density, and type and spacing of bedding partings, 
thus determining potential inception horizons and flow paths (Lowe, 
2000). Furthermore, lateral facies and thickness changes, the Namurian 
overstep and, in particular, secondary dolomitization of much of the 
sequence have also been major influences on passage development. As 
well as guiding speleogenesis, lithology also determines the extent of 
secondary gypsum growth (generated by oxidation of sulphides) and 
thus passage breakdown and collapse.

Quartz Conglomerate Group
The Avon Group overlies fluvial clastic rocks that are currently assigned 
to the Quartz Conglomerate Group (= Upper Old Red Sandstone), 
though this nomenclature is currently under review. They are entirely 
non-karstic and form an effective aquiclude below the Castell Coch 

Limestone Formation at the base of the Avon Group. In this area the 
Garn-gofen Formation (Fig.5) is the uppermost unit and comprises 
mainly grey-green sandstones and mudstones. Though traditionally 
regarded as entirely Devonian, the youngest beds might be of early 
Carboniferous (Tournaisian) age.
Avon Group
The Avon Group (formerly known as the Lower Limestone Shale) 
is divided into two formations; the Castell Coch Limestone and the 
overlying Cwmyniscoy Mudstone. The former comprises up to 15m 
of mainly sandy oolites, skeletal calcarenites and limy mudstones, 
whereas the latter consists largely of dark grey, silty mudstones with 
interbeds of bioclastic limestone. The Avon Group is up to 60m thick in 
the Pontypool area and thins northwards to around 45m in the Clydach 
Gorge (Barclay, 1989). The Cwmffrwd Halt Borehole [SU 2708 0416] 
proved thicknesses of 14.89m for the Castell Coch Limestone and 
36.22m for the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone. The Avon Group is exposed in 
many places on the eastern crop of the South Wales Coalfield, and in 
the floor of the Lwyd valley. The group represents Tournaisian mid to 
inner shelf/ramp deposits with coeval barrier, back barrier and coastal 
plain sediments, deposited during a major phase of northward-directed 
marine transgression. 

The Clydach Valley Subgroup
This subgroup (at the base of the Pembroke Limestone Group) 
comprises a cyclic sequence of partially dolomitized massive ooidal 
grainstones with interbedded fine-grained, thinly bedded crinoidal 
dolostones, typically between 40 and 50m thick in total. At the base 
of the sequence, the Sychnant Dolomite Formation, the Pwll-y-Cwm 
Oolite Formation, the Pantydarren Formation, and the Blaen Onnen 
Oolite Formation form a series of partially dolomitized units with a 
total thickness of less than 30m. Dolomitization renders identification 
of these units locally difficult. The thinly bedded Sychnant Dolomite 
Formation consists of about 5m of buff, fine-grained, bedded dolostones 
(dolomitized skeletal packstone) that rest with a gradational contact 
on the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone (forming the top of the Avon Group), 
and is succeeded by the Pwll-y-Cwm Oolite Formation, a pale grey 
cross-bedded ooidal grainstone up to 7m thick. The overlying peritidal 
Pantydarren Formation comprises thinly bedded fine-grained dolomites 
up to 13m in total thickness with a conspicuous 2 to 3m-thick, thinly 
bedded unit exhibiting syn-sedimentary slumping in its upper part. This 
useful marker bed, which appears to have been overlooked in previous 
accounts of the geological succession of this region, is clearly visible 
in parts of Ogof Draenen and at outcrop in the Clydach Gorge (Simms, 
1998). The overlying Blaen Onnen Oolite Formation, a massive medium-
grained ooidal grainstone to crinoidal dolostone less than 10m thick, 
fingers out into finer-grained honey coloured structureless dolostones 
along the eastern crop of the South Wales Coalfield. Above the Blaen 
Onnen Oolite is the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation, which is around 14m 
thick and well exposed in much of Ogof Draenen. The major part of 
this unit is a fine-grained brown dolostone that commonly contains 
square-profile blocky passages with much breakdown. The topmost 
few metres of this unit are marked by a distinctive horizon, the Darren 
Ddu Limestone Member, which is a very shallow marine peritidal 
deposit that commonly contains rippled thinly bedded grey micrites and 
green mudstones, algal laminated limestones and thin sandstones. This 
forms a local inception horizon (Lowe, 2000) in several parts of Ogof 
Draenen, and is locally marked by spectacular development of gypsum 
flowers and anthodites. It is clearly seen in the Entrance Series, where 
it forms a series of cascades in thinly bedded mudstones, again in Lamb 
and Fox Chamber near the upstream end of White Arch Passage, and in 
the Luck of the Draw passage.

Forming the uppermost part of the Clydach Valley Subgroup, 
and separated from the Darren Ddu Limestone Member by a marked 
erosion surface, the Gilwern Oolite is the most recognizable unit 
underground. It is a pale grey, almost white, massive cross-bedded 
oolite and ooidal bioclastic grainstone with a thickness of up to 20m 
at Pontypool, thinning to less than 10m in the Clydach valley. It is thin 
or absent along the north crop of the South Wales Coalfield around 
Llangattock and has been removed by intra-Carboniferous erosion 
along the eastern crop. At its base lies the Craig-y-Gaer Coral Bed, a 
fossiliferous coarse-grained crinoidal shelly grainstone 2 to 3m thick, 
which contains many fossils. These include dorsal and ventral fin spines 
of cartilaginous fish (Chondrichthyes) including Gyracanthus sp. and 
Ctenacanthus, as well as teeth of carnivorous and bradyodont fish 
(Psammodus sp) (Kendall and Hicks, 2003). The top of the Gilwern 
Oolite has undergone sub-aerial erosion and karstification, forming a 

Figure 6: Generalized vertical section through the Lower Carboniferous 
succession and immediately underlying Devonian beds and overlying Upper 
Carboniferous beds of the Abergavenny area (after Barclay, 1989).
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major palaeokarstic surface. Small palaeokarstic dissolution hollows 
infilled with Llanelly Formation green shales are present locally 
around the Clydach Gorge (Wright, 1982). The Gilwern Oolite is easily 
recognized underground by its massive nature, pale grey colour and 
locally spectacular cross-bedding. It is not prone to secondary gypsum 
growth and weathering, and so does not suffer from block spalling and 
collapse. Thus, the original dissolutional cave passage morphology is 
commonly better preserved than in other parts of the sequence.

The coarse-grained, cross-bedded oolites of the Clydach Valley 
Subgroup were deposited as massive oolite shoals, with finer-grained 
dolomites and mudstones laid down in back shoal or regressive 
environments. Compared to the laterally equivalent Black Rock 
Limestone Subgroup of the Bristol–Mendip region the succession is 
much condensed. Along the northern crop of the South Wales Coalfield, 
around Llangattock and Llangynidir, the Clydach Valley Subgroup is 
much thinner. The sequence, here known locally as the Abercriban 
Oolite Subgroup, is dominated by beds of ooidal grainstone, punctuated 
by palaeokarstic horizons (Barclay, 1989). George (1954) ascribed this 
change of thickness to uplift and periodic emergence along the Neath 
Disturbance. Towards the southeast around Pwll du and the Blorenge, 
dolomites become increasingly prevalent, and separate the major oolite 
units. South of the Blorenge, down to Pontypool, the whole subgroup is 
dolomitized, and this has had a marked influence on cave development. 
The finer-grained dolomites (the Sychnant Dolomite, Pantydarren 
Formation and the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation) are probably primary 
dolomites, whereas the massive oolites were dolomitized at a later date 
(Barclay, 1989). This lateral facies change can be seen underground. 
For example, beneath Gilwern Hill, the Gilwern Oolite is dolomitized 
only along major fractures and joint planes, but farther south the 
dolomitization becomes more pervasive and southeast of Penn-fford-
goch Pond it is generally completely dolomitized Where dolomitization 
is localized, the accompanying decrease in solubility is commonly 
marked by a reduction in passage size. 

Llanelly Formation and above
The strata above the Clydach Valley Subgroup comprise, in ascending 
order, the Llanelly Formation, the Garn Caws Sandstone Formation 
and the Dowlais Limestone Formation. The Llanelly Formation, 
which has been the subject of detailed study by Wright (1981), is 
made up of fine-grained intertidal limestones, mottled clays (palaeosol 
horizons) and ooidal limestones, and is divided into four members. It 
reaches a maximum thickness of around 20m at Llanelly Quarry, but 
thins eastwards as a result of intra-Carboniferous erosion prior to the 
deposition of the Marros Group (‘Millstone Grit’). It is completely 
overstepped by the Namurian rocks on the Blorenge and the eastern 
side of the Afon Lwyd. Neither the Garn Caws Sandstone Formation 
nor the Dowlais Limestone Formation occur in the Pwll du–Pontypool 
area, both being completely cut out to the east of the Clydach Gorge 
by Namurian overstep. The published 1:50 000-scale geological map 
(British Geological Survey Sheet 232) suggests that the eastern limit 
of the Dowlais Limestone terminates abruptly against the Gilwern 
Hill Fault. Moreover, on the northern side of the Blorenge, there is 
evidence of pre-Twrch Sandstone Formation folding, suggesting that 
intra-Carboniferous faulting might also have been significant. The 
Llanelly Formation is rarely seen underground in Ogof Draenen except 
in the higher parts of some vadose inlet passages (including the actual 
entrance) and shafts draining off the Twrch Sandstone Formation, or 
where upward stoping and collapse have intercepted the formation, 
as has happened in Padlock Passage in the northern part of the cave. 
Several small caves on Gilwern Hill are developed in this unit. It is well 
exposed in the quarries along the northern and eastern side of Gilwern 
Hill and around Pwll du.

Marros Group (‘Millstone Grit’) and Coal Measures
Traditionally the Namurian succession of South Wales and the 
Bristol area was named ‘Millstone Grit Series’ and was treated as a 
chronostratigraphical unit equating with the whole of the Namurian 
Series. These rocks have now been redefined and termed the Marros 
Group (Waters et al. 2006). This lithostratigraphical unit is typified by 
a cyclic lithofacies similar to that of the Millstone Grit Group of the 
Pennines, but is dominated by quartzose sandstones derived from the 
Wales–Brabant High to the north. The thickness of the Marros Group 
decreases markedly towards the north and the east, thinning from more 
than 700m in the Gower, to between 50 and 60m in the Brynmawr area 
and to less than 30m on the Blorenge, reflecting the influence of the 
Usk Anticline during deposition.

The basal part of the Marros Group, dominated by quartzose 
sandstones and conglomerates, is known as the Twrch Sandstone 
Formation (formerly termed Basal Grits). It is characterized by fluvio-
deltaic distributary channels, delta front and shoreface–foreshore 
deposits, consisting of a coarse, current-bedded, white, well-sorted 
quartz conglomerate interbedded with rhythmic sequences of fine-
grained, black, pyritic fossiliferous marine shales and progressively 
coarser fluvial sandstones, commonly capped by a thin coal or root 
bed. The sandstones are almost entirely orthoquartzites, their clean and 
mature nature indicating winnowing and reworking. Conglomerates 
are common, and are particularly well developed in the Clydach Gorge 
region. The pebbles are mainly of vein quartz, but other lithologies 
are represented and may include metaquartzite, jasper and felsite. The 
Twrch Sandstone Formation rests unconformably on the Pembroke 
Limestone Group, but successive overstep in the formation toward the 
Usk Anticline results in thinning, and progressive eastward younging 
of the base of the formation in the Abergavenny area from Marsdenian 
to Yeadonian age. The Pendleian to Kinderscoutian stages are absent 
in this area. It clearly oversteps the limestone sequence, resting on the 
Dowlais Limestone on Gilwern Hill, the Llanelly Formation at Pwll 
du, and on the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation near the Foxhunter car park 
on the Blorenge [SO 265 107]. Farther east, on the Blorenge itself 
[SO 273 123], the overstep cuts down into the Avon Group, where the 
Twrch Sandstone rests on the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone. As a result of 
this overstep, the top of the Pembroke Limestone Group in the region is 
marked by a strongly erosional, and locally karstic unconformity (Owen 
and Jones, 1961, and Jones and Owen 1967). Channels or palaeokarstic 
hollows cut into the limestone up to 10m deep and infilled with lithified 
coarse quartz conglomerates of the Twrch Sandstone Formation can 
be observed in several places along the escarpment. A particularly 
clear example is exposed in Ogof Dwy Sir, which intercepts the base 
of one such channel, forming a large collapse chamber in the Twrch 
Sandstone. Owen and Jones, (1961) believed that the foundering of 
the basal Namurian was due to intra-Namurian dolomitization and 
dissolution, but on subsequent re-examination (Jones and Owen, 1967), 
considered that the dolomitization is Triassic and the foundering of 
Tertiary to Pleistocene age. The evidence from Ogof Dwy Sir suggests 
that both intra-Namurian and Quaternary dissolution have taken place, 
but the major collapse in the cave is due to Quaternary speleogenesis. 
Above the Twrch Sandstone is the Bishopston Mudstone Formation, 
which consists of mid to dark grey mudstones, commonly fossiliferous, 
with some beds of mid grey siltstones, and beds of interbedded siltstone 
and mudstone with rare thin coals. Here the Bishopston Mudstone 
Formation is highly attenuated and of Yeadonian age.

Above the Marros Group the South Wales Lower Coal Measures 
Formation (part of the South Wales Coal Measures Group) consists 
predominantly of grey or black mudstones coarsening upwards into 
lacustrine deltaic siltstones and sandstones and coal seams, many of 
which have been worked extensively in the Blaenavon area. The group 
is thickest in the west and southwest of the South Wales Coalfield (about 
900m) but is much attenuated along its eastern crop, thinning to around 
240m near the Usk Anticline. The sandstones and mudstones of the 
Marros and South Wales Coal Measures groups overlie much of Ogof 
Draenen. They act as a largely impermeable protective cap-rock over 
the cave, retarding erosion and generating concentrated recharge via 
fractures into the underlying limestone, particularly around the margins 
of the outcrop where the Twrch Sandstone thins to a feather edge. In 
this zone, collapse sinkholes and stream sinks are locally common.
Quaternary 
Quaternary glaciation has had a significant impact in the region. Both 
Mynydd Llangattock and the Blaenavon area were extensively glaciated 
during the Pleistocene. Although earlier glaciations extended across 
the district, most of the surviving glacial deposits and landforms are 
a consequence of a Late Devensian ice sheet centred over the Brecon 
Beacons–Black Mountains dipslope. The ice sheet was continuous over 
Mynydd Llangattock and Llangynidir, but to the south it was funnelled 
into a series of valley glaciers. The extent of the Late Devensian ice 
sheet in the Usk valley, and the distribution of various geomorphological 
features arising from it, is well described by Lewis and Thomas (2005). 
Abundant glacial till of Devensian age forms an extensive sheet at c.350 
to 400m OD around Brynmawr and at the head of the Lwyd valley. 
Here, locally-derived gravelly till more than 10m thick was seen in the 
Forgeside Borehole [SO 2504 0828], and thin tills extend south as far 
as Pontypool (Barclay, 1989). However, during the Late Devensian the 
ice in this region was probably of local origin. To the north, the major 
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Usk glacier was largely confined to the present valley. The ice surface 
was not much above 250m in the Abergavenny area, terminating in a 
complex series of moraines around Kemys Commander [SO 340 040] 
south of Abergavenny. Cwm Llanwenarth and the small northeast-
facing cirques on the Blorenge almost certainly contained small glaciers 
or snow patches. The Clydach Gorge was probably a large ice-filled 
embayment in the escarpment during the last glaciation. However, 
high-level gravelly deposits on the east side of the Lwyd valley might 
relate to an earlier, pre-Devensian, glaciation (Barclay, 1989).
Geological Structure
The geological structure of the area is relatively simple. The rocks dip 
towards the southwest, typically at between 8–10° but locally up to 
28° on the east side of the Afon Lwyd, swinging round to dip at 5–
12° in a southsouthwesterly direction in the Pwll du area. The Carreg 
Maen Taro Fault, and its northern splay, the Nant Dyar Fault, have 
been identified from surface mapping. The fault throws down 12m to 
the west. In Ogof Draenen, the Beyond a Choke streamway–Gilwern 
Passage lineament runs parallel to this fault, but a few hundred metres 
to its west. Another unnamed fault has been mapped and is here termed 
the Gilwern Hill Fault, being present on Gilwern Hill, and can be 
observed in the northern part of Ogof Draenen. Its course can be traced 
underground by the presence of a line of major boulder chokes, some 
with blocks of coarse Twrch Sandstone Formation gritstone. A smaller, 
parallel fault can be seen underground to the east around Cwm Ifor. At 
the southern extremity of the system, the Pontnewynydd Risings are 
situated on the Trevethin Fault. This is a major Caledonide structure 
trending northeast/southwest and has a maximum displacement of more 
than 100m. This throws down the Coal Measures to the south against 
the Carboniferous limestones in the valley floor and limits the southerly 
development of karst. As well as the faulting, three significant joint-sets 
can be identified. The major set runs at 150°–330°, slightly oblique 
to the strike and mirroring the main fault orientations. It governs the 
orientation of many of the major cave passages. A second set runs at 
300°–120°, and the third set is orientated at approximately 020°–200°. 
Many of the joints and faults in the area have been mineralized, most 
commonly along the 150°–330° joint-set. Veins of barytes up to 0.5m 
thick occur, locally with traces of copper minerals, most conspicuously 
malachite and azurite.

Karst Geomorphology
The Blaenavon area has been investigated by speleologists intermittently 
for many years, but until 1994 the longest known cave was less than 
400m long. However, draughting cave entrances, numerous stream sinks 
and the presence of several large springs, coupled with water tracing 
experiments (Gascoine, 1989) indicated the existence of a significant 
cave system. Moreover, at Pen-fford-goch [SO 2553 1058] a borehole 
proved two open cavities within the upper part of the Gilwern Oolite 
Formation (Barclay and Jones, 1978). Discovery of Ogof Draenen in 
1994 confirmed that a major cave system existed in the area. The main 
karst features of the Ogof Draenen catchment are described below and 
are shown in Fig.7.
Gilwern Hill and the Blorenge 
To the north of Blaenavon, several small intermittent streams drain off 
the sandstone cap of Gilwern Hill and sink underground on reaching the 
limestone. Some of these resurge at small springs on the western side 
of Gilwern Hill in Cwm Dyar. Several small caves have been recorded 
here, notably the Clydach South Resurgences and Ogof Cwm Dyar, and 
on the opposite side of the valley, Domis Natrix, a small resurgence 
and dig. Several other small cave fragments can be seen in the quarries 
around Blaen Dyar including Ogof Mis Mel and Ogof Rosyn (Wilton-
Jones, 2007). Although most are short, they represent the choked 
northern fragments of the Ogof Draenen system. On the north and 
east side of Gilwern Hill, the middle part of the Pembroke Limestone 
Group is exposed in a series of old quarries. Some of these quarries 
contain several small caves, including Pwlldu Quarry Cave, No.1 
[SO 24799 12500], which consists of a short rectangular passage with a 
large square entrance, and Pwlldu Quarry Cave No.2 [SO 24700 12500], 
90m north of No.1. The longest is Ogof Dwy Sir [SO 24440 12880] 
with more than 180m of passage. This cave is a joint-aligned rift that 
developed phreatically within the Gilwern Oolite, and it now ends in a 
large gritstone collapse chamber developed in a palaeokarstic hollow or 
channel within the Twrch Sandstone Formation. It is almost certainly a 
northerly continuation of the Ogof Draenen system. 

At the southern end of Cwm Llanwenarth, between Gilwern Hill 
and the Blorenge, is another cluster of caves and springs, including the 
entrance to Ogof Draenen itself [SO 24631 11779]. Ogof Draenen is 
currently more than 70km long and extends from the northern end of 
Gilwern Hill southeastwards to the Fox Hunter car park on the Blorenge, 
and south to the outskirts of Blaenavon. The entrance is a small gated 
passage developed within the Llanelly Formation, on a steep slope just 
below an old coal tip at 360m OD. Overviews of the cave are provided 
in Waltham et al. (1997), Simms et al. (1996) and Farrant (2004). 
A full description of the cave is given by Wilton-Jones on the cavinguk 
website (http://www.cavinguk.co.uk/draenen), which is available as a 
downloadable pdf file. Surveys of the system are available online at 
the Oxford University Cave Club website (http://www.oucc.org.uk) 
including raw survey data in Survex format. A more comprehensive 
detailed survey (to British Cave Research Association Grade V) of 
much of the cave was available through the Chelsea Spelaeological 
Society (Chelsea Spelaeological Society and Stevens, 1997), but is 
currently out of print.

A short distance north of Ogof Draenen is Ogof Pwll Du 
[SO 24690 11880], a small resurgence cave that ends after 17m in a 
collapse. A small stream, probably derived from minor stream sinks on 
the moor above, issues from an impenetrable crack. Directly above is 
Ogof Tarddiad Pwll Du [SO 24700 11850], which is a short (11m) cave 
leading to a choked shaft. 500m southeast of Ogof Draenen is Ogof 
Siambre Ddu [SO 2507 1152], located in an old tramway cutting. This 
unusual cave, intersected during construction of the tramway, is a large 
chamber developed entirely within the Twrch Sandstone Formation, 
just above the contact with the underlying Llanelly Formation. It lies 
directly above a major boulder collapse in Siambre Ddu Passage in 
Ogof Draenen, and has developed by collapse and upward stoping into 
the overlying sandstone. There is no evidence for any intra-Namurian 
dissolution as at Ogof Dwy Sir. It is scheduled as a Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (Waltham et al., 1997). In the quarry below is a 
10m-long bedding plane cave [SO 25150 11460] linked to a disused 
quarry balance shaft. Between here and the next valley, Cwm Ifor, two 
alternative, but currently closed entrances to Ogof Draenen occur. The 
first is located on a steep hillside 200m eastsoutheast of Siambre Ddu. 
Here a capped shaft [SO 2527 1150] connects into The Nunnery in Ogof 
Draenen. A third entrance, Drws Cefn [SO 2548 1133], lies on the west 
side of Cwm Ifor, 200m farther southeast. This is an excavated shaft 
leading to several hundred metres of rift passages, one of which links 

Figure 7: Geological map of the Ogof Draenen area with locations of known 
caves, stream sinks and springs. Most cave entrances and stream sinks lie at 
or near the contact between the Marros Group and the underlying limestone 
succession.
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into Ogof Draenen near Wyvern Hall. Down valley from Drws Cefn 
are the two Tumble Risings [SO 25360 11660 and SO 25400 11650], 
one on each side of Cwm Ifor. Both resurgences are relatively small 
and are developed near the base of the Avon Group, within the Castell 
Coch Limestone Formation, but the eastern one in particular issues 
significant amounts of water in wet weather. At the western resurgence, 
water issues from a narrow fissure but the entrance to the Tumble 
Resurgence Cave lies a couple of metres above. The cave consists of 
around 25m of small streamway that leads to a short sump followed 
shortly by a second sump (Wilton Jones, 2007). The two springs are 
probably fed by local stream sinks on the Blorenge draining down dip, 
or possibly by water sinking into the bed of the adjacent stream. Apart 
from numerous sinkholes, small stream sinks and digs, no significant 
caves are known on the Blorenge or western scarp of Mynydd y Garn-
fawr between Tumble Risings and Cuckoo Pot [SO 27740 08050] at 
the head of Cwm y Nant, 2km southeast of Blaenavon. This is a short 
choked dig, but there are several large sinkholes and a few small stream 
sinks nearby. No other caves are known along the eastern scarp face.
The Afon Lwyd valley (Cwm Afon)
There are many well developed stream sinks and numerous sinkholes 
along the flanks of the Lwyd valley (Cwm Afon) between Blaenavon 
and Pontypool, particularly along the eastern side and especially 
along the lower slopes of Mynydd Garnclochdy. These sinks swallow 
water draining from the Twrch Sandstone Formation and South Wales 
Coal Measures Group outcrops. Most are only active in wet weather 
but some take water all year round. They are typically boulder-filled 
sinkholes located just above the Twrch Sandstone Formation–limestone 
contact. A few contain short choked caves. One of the largest sinkholes 
contains Ogof Wenog [SO 27770 05800], which has a tight vertical 
entrance that ends in a large collapse chamber 14m long and 9m wide. 
The sinkhole swallows two small streams. Nearby is Ogof Dial Pridd 
[SO 27720 06060], situated in another large sinkhole fed by a small 
stream. This has been dug to reveal nine metres of bedding plane 
passage that is periodically choked with stream-borne sediment. Pwll 
Gwyn [SO 28000 06600] is another stream sink nearby, developed 
slightly higher within the Twrch Sandstone. There are anecdotal reports 
of various sections of the Afon Lwyd running dry during summer 
droughts, and Gascoine (1995) reports at least two occasions when a 
collapse in the river bed engulfed the Nant Fffrwd, a tributary of the 
Afon Lwyd at Abersychan.

Away from the Twrch Sandstone–limestone contact there are a few 
small caves on the eastern side of the Lwyd valley. Ogof Cwmavon 
[SO 27150 07420] is situated in an old quarry above Cwmavon 
Reservoir, two kilometres southeast of Blaenavon. This is a c.90m-long 
series of rifts in dolomitized Coed Ffyddlwn Formation, and is probably 
the southerly continuation of Luck of the Draw in Ogof Draenen. 
Farther south there is a cluster of small caves in the Nant Maelor valley, 
near Abersychan. The Nant Maelor Caves [SO 28280 04760], located 
in an old quarry northeast of Nant Maelor reservoir, comprise two small 
fragments of passage less than 10m long. On the opposite side of the 
valley, Ogof Pen Maelor [SO 27930 04490] is located on a forest track 
on the south side of the Nant Maelor valley, near the top of Waterworks 
Lane. It comprises approximately 80m of passage in what appears to be 
a small fragment of maze cave. A description and survey are available at 
http://www.cavinguk.co.uk/info/penm.htm (Wilton Jones, 2007). Ogof 
Pwll Maelor [SO 2763 0447] is an active stream sink about 100m down 
the valley from the Nant Maelor reservoir, near Abersychan. A blasted 
entrance leads to around 8m of passage with a stream. Farther south, 
Ogof Lasgarn [SO 27350 03800], which is situated in an old quarry 
within woodland, consists of two short caves less than 10m long that 
are probably connected. On the western, down-dip, side of the Lwyd 
valley, only a few caves are known, although there are several stream 
sinks, including the impressive Coed-avon sinkhole at [SO 2570 0809]. 
The longest cave, situated in an old quarry near Cwmavon, is Jackdaw 
Quarry Pot [SO 26600 06820], which comprises a short passage leading 
to a 15m pot that ends at a boulder blockage. Nearby is Jackdaw Quarry 
Cave [SO 26630 06930]. Here, the 5m-long entrance passage leads to a 
3m-deep pot with a passage leading off to a mud fill.

Several springs emerge in the floor of the Lwyd valley at or close 
to river level. All occur either on the east bank or in the bed of the 
river. Cwmavon Reservoir Risings [SO 26920 07240] is an intermittent 
spring 2km south of Blaenavon issuing from the base of the Castell Coch 
Limestone Formation whereas the Cwmavon Rising [SO 27020 06200] 
is a larger, permanent spring at the same stratigraphical level. Farther 
down valley are the Nant Maelor Risings [SO 27100 04700], which 

comprise three large resurgences on the east bank of the Afon Lwyd, 
developed at the base of the Clydach Valley Subgroup. A little farther 
south is the so-called ‘bouncing field’ at Abersychan [SO 27180 03880], 
where occasionally during wet weather water is forced to the surface 
under pressure (Gascoine 1995). However, the largest springs occur 
between Abersychan and Pontypool (Gascoine, 1989). Snatchwood 
Risings [SO 26950 02680] is a resurgence in the bed of the Afon Lywd, 
but the largest spring, with a discharge of more than 6 million l d-1, is 
the Pontnewynydd Springs [SO 27450 01900], formerly a public water 
supply, now capped by Welsh Water. This lies just north of the Trevethin 
Fault, which throws the limestone down to the south, and is the main 
resurgence for the Ogof Draenen system. The resurgence is enclosed 
under a pump-house next to a block of flats in Pontnewynydd, and is 
accessed through a service tunnel that ends in a chamber with water 
rising through sand and gravel. These sites are described more fully by 
Gascoine (1989) and Maurice and Guilford (2011). Both springs are 
developed within the lower part of the Clydach Valley Subgroup.

Description of the cave
Ogof Draenen is too long and complex for more than a brief overview 
to be given here. The outline survey is shown in Fig.2. More detailed 
descriptions, written primarily for navigation, are available on the 
Internet at http://www.cavinguk.co.uk/draenen/ (Wilton-Jones, 2007). 
For descriptive purposes the cave can be divided into six main regions: 
the Entrance complex and streamway; the Megadrive complex; Gilwern 
Passage and the northern extensions; the Elliptic Passage extensions 
(including War of the Worlds); the Dollimore Series; and the Big 
Country.
The Entrance complex and Streamway
The small, seemingly insignificant, entrance drops into a series of 
narrow vadose rifts carrying a wet-weather stream that breaks out into a 
series of relict phreatic passages and a large chamber at a depth of 15m. 
In the floor of this chamber, Big Bang Pitch drops 20m into a large, 
boulder-floored passage. A bypass to this pitch was soon discovered 
via a partially abandoned steeply descending vadose inlet passage. 
From the base of Big Bang Pitch, the large boulder strewn passage 
can be followed upstream (Upstream Passage) to a choke after 120m. 
Large, mud-cracked sediment banks are present in places and remnants 
of an earlier, cross-bedded, manganese-rich sand fill that once filled 
the passage can be seen high on the walls. Here, a series of vadose 
inlet passages can be followed to chokes near the surface. One of these 
intersects a series of higher-level abandoned passages (the Waterfall 
Series) that extends north beneath Gilwern Hill. The entry to this series 
is via Yes Passage, a fine paragenetic canyon, which leads into Padlock 
Passage and Bolder Land, a large passage developed in the Gilwern 
Oolite at around 360m OD. This passage is in an advanced state of 
breakdown with several areas of collapse stoping into the overlying 
Llanelly Formation and numerous boulder chokes containing gritstone 
blocks.

Downstream from Big Bang Pitch, a large passage continues 
southeastwards past Cairn Junction. Here, the high-level continuation 
of the entrance series diverges off at roof level into Strawberry Passage, 
a phreatic tube that extends for 400m, swinging northwestwards and 
terminating. Continuing downstream beyond Cairn Junction, a major 
inlet, White Arch Passage, enters from the east at Tea Junction. This 
can be followed upstream as a large, boulder-floored passage, 10m high 
and 5m wide, to Lamb and Fox Chamber and the Megadrive complex. 
A small side passage, several metres above floor level a short distance 
upstream from Tea Junction leads south into The Score, a larger north/
south-trending, partially sediment-filled, relict phreatic passage.

Downstream from Tea Junction is another junction at the start 
of Gilwern Passage and the Beyond a Choke streamway. Here, a 
mud slope ascends to the right into Gilwern Passage, whereas the 
streamway turns sharp left and decreases abruptly in size. Trending 
southsoutheastwards, this streamway can be followed along the jointing 
for 2.5km, descending steeply at first to form a fine, narrow, vadose 
trench over 20m deep before levelling off and becoming more phreatic 
in character as Rifleman’s Chamber is approached at 260m OD. Here 
a substantial boulder choke marks the present end of the streamway. 
About 1.5km downstream from Tea Junction a major tributary, Agent 
Blorenge, descends steeply from the east to join the Beyond a Choke 
streamway. This fine vadose inlet streamway can be followed up a series 
of cascades to join an upper series of abandoned passages, and provides 
the second link to the Megadrive complex via the Squirrel Rifts.
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Gilwern Passage and the far north
A short climb out of the streamway just downstream of Tea Junction 
leads into Gilwern Passage and the northern extensions, focussed on 
a major phreatic passage trending northnorthwestwards for more than 
1.5km. Initially well decorated and containing some fine sediment 
banks displaying cross-bedding and ripple marks on manganese-rich 
sand, this large, horizontal passage with a remarkably square profile, 
gradually becomes narrower and higher as Old Illtydian’s Chamber 
is approached. An inlet enters from the roof, feeding a small underfit 
stream that drains northwards (the opposite direction to that in the 
main streamway) along the passage. Beyond Old Illtydian’s Chamber 
(an isolated breakdown chamber developed along a fault) the passage 
continues, passing the junction with Echo Inlet, a major stream entering 
from the northeast. From this confluence, the passage meanders a short 
distance downstream and enters a long low duck. Beyond, the conduit 
enlarges again to continue for another 750m until it terminates in a 
boulder choke. Shortly before this choke, the underfit stream drains 
into Dyar Straits, a narrow, immature vadose streamway that becomes 
impassable after 200m. Echo Inlet can be followed upstream for 200m, 
around several sharp bends in a fine vadose trench, before exploration 
has been halted at a major collapse. From here, several side passages 
can be followed and these unite in a complex maze of narrow rifts, 
chambers and passages, the Baron Von Carno Series, with an estimated 
length of 6km. To the north, a series of passages containing several 
perched seasonal sumps can be entered.

The Megadrive complex
This is one of the most complex parts of the known system. Following 
White Arch Passage upstream for 350m leads into Lamb and Fox 
Chamber, a major collapse feature. A 30m ascent of a boulder slope gains 
a higher, genetically separate, series of large, southward-trending, relict 
phreatic and paragenetic passages at about 360m OD. The route into this 
series is via Indiana Highway, a fine 3m-high meandering paragenetic 
canyon with a 10m-wide undercut notch at floor level. Near the start 
of Indiana Highway, Raiders Passage commences as a narrow vadose 
trench before diverging off to the southsoutheast, and terminating after 
950 tortuous metres in a sand-choked phreatic tube at 323m OD. The 
southern end of Indiana Highway intersects a large abandoned vadose 
trench that can be followed upstream into Megadrive. Downstream, this 
vadose trench, which originates at the foot of a shaft drain in Megadrive, 
diverges south into the parallel passages of Canyon East and Canyon 
West. These two merge after 250m into The Canyons, and its high-level 
continuation, Tractor Tracks, which continue southwards as a narrow 
meandering canyon for more than a kilometre to a choke.

Megadrive is a large, boulder-floored passage 500m long. It trends 
northwest to southeast with low, meandering undercuts up to 10m wide 
incised into the passage walls. To the northwest Megadrive ends at a 
large boulder choke at around 350m OD, but its continuation to the north 
is almost certainly Padlock Passage and Bolder Land in the Waterfall 
Series. To the southeast, the tributary of Siambre Ddu Passage is passed, 
running parallel to Megadrive for a few hundred metres to a terminal 
choke close to the hillside. One of the boulder chokes in this passage 
is 30m directly below Ogof Siambre Ddu [SO 2507 1152] (Waltham 
et al., 1997). Downstream, Megadrive swings sharply northwards into 
the Nunnery. This 250m-long phreatic passage gradually ascends to a 
surface choke at 360m OD. A second entrance that was engineered at 
this point [SO 2527 1150] has since been closed.

Three distributaries diverge southwards from the Nunnery. The first 
is Headache, a low boulder-strewn passage that merges into a series of 
small phreatic rifts and passages. These link to the Rift Chambers, and 
represent the start of the Squirrel Rifts maze complex. The other two 
distributaries, Perseverance 1 and Perseverance 2, unite into a mud- 
floored phreatic tube that leads after 250m to the breakdown-dominated 
Rift Chambers and the start of the Elliptic Extensions. A low, 3m-wide, 
sand-floored phreatic passage off Perseverance 1 can be followed to the 
head of the 8m Balcony Pitch, where the passage floor intersects the 
roof of the Players Tunnel, a major boulder-floored conduit at a lower 
level. The roof tube can be followed across into the continuation of the 
passage (Erection Passage) on the opposite side of the Players Tunnel, 
which terminates at a surface choke near the Nunnery.

Upstream from the foot of Balcony Pitch, the Players Tunnel 
ends at a large choke close to the hillside. Downstream, the boulder-
strewn passage terminates after 250m at the massive collapse chamber 
of St David’s Hall. However, a route up through boulders gains the 
Squirrel Rifts, a higher-level complex of narrow, joint-aligned phreatic 
rifts, crawls and tubes. This is a fine example of a joint-guided maze 

network and route finding is complex, but the way on trends generally 
southwards to where the rifts intersect the roof of two lower-level, 
partially abandoned conduits, Haggis Basher and Agent Blorenge II. 
The latter is a large, boulder-strewn, vadose streamway with a small 
underfit stream. It is developed at a slightly lower level than the Squirrel 
Rifts, and runs parallel to and locally beneath the Squirrel Rifts maze. 
It can be followed upstream to a choke beneath St David’s Hall and 
is the downstream continuation of the Players Tunnel. Downstream it 
connects to Haggis Basher via a short sump. The phreatic Haggis Basher 
conduit can be followed a short distance upstream to a major choke and 
a link into the Wessex Series, part of the Elliptic Extensions.

A short way downstream from the Haggis Basher–Agent Blorenge 
II confluence is a climb up into Life on Mars, another complex 
network of southerly-trending phreatic rifts and crawls representing the 
southward continuation of the Squirrel Rifts maze. However, the main 
passage continues below as a large, almost horizontal, phreatic conduit 
meandering southwestwards before turning towards the northwest into 
the choked connection to The Score. At this junction (311m OD) the 
underfit stream turns southwards for a short distance before cascading 
abruptly down into the start of a narrow, steeply descending vadose 
canyon, the Agent Blorenge streamway. This drops into the Beyond 
a Choke Streamway, which is 40m lower at 270m OD. Back up at the 
head of the Agent Blorenge streamway, the upper passage continues 
southwards, now dry and partially sediment choked, into the sand-
filled Pontypool or Bust passage, where exploration has been halted at 
a sediment choke after 250m.

The Elliptic complex
From Rift Chamber, the southeasterly-trending Elliptic Passage is the 
southerly continuation of the Megadrive conduit. A short distance to 
the south, a minor side passage leads east into Wyvern Hall, a large, 
boulder-floored passage that chokes in both directions. The eastern 
end is close to the surface (where a connection has been made to the 
now closed entrance of Ogof Drws Cefn), while the western end lies 
beneath Rift Chamber. Trending south from Wyvern Hall is the Wessex 
Series, a complex network of small phreatic rifts, tubes and chambers 
representing an eastward extension of the Squirrel Rifts maze, developed 
on two levels. The lower level connects through to Haggis Basher.

Elliptic Passage continues southeastwards as a large, abandoned 
phreatic conduit at about 360m OD, locally partially choked by major 
collapses containing Twrch Sandstone Formation boulders. After 500m 
it enters Mid-Winter Chambers, an area of gypsum-encrusted boulder 
breakdown. Beyond, Gone with the Wind is characterized by breakdown 
and abundant gypsum crystals, culminating at the Snowball, a large 
gypsum-encrusted block. A parallel abandoned conduit, Gone in the 
Years, joins the main conduit near the Snowball. Upstream, this tributary 
links into Three Amigos, an area of near-surface chambers and passages, 
where a small passage links into the spacious Big Country complex.

The Snowball area is a complex junction. Several passages lead 
southeastwards into Hexamine Highways and Mayhem of Pillars, 
both being joint-guided phreatic mazes similar to Squirrel Rifts. The 
Hexamine Highways maze eventually chokes, but a small narrow rift 
off Mayhem of Pillars emerges in the Dollimore Series, described 
below. Southeastwards from Snowball, through a very unstable choke, 
the main conduit continues along a gypsum-encrusted, boulder-strewn 
passage meandering first northeastwards then southeastwards along 
the jointing for 700m to where it enters the Reactor at 370m OD. This 
huge breakdown chamber has a prominent barytes and copper mineral 
vein on its east wall, staining the stalagmite blue-green. Another large 
passage enters from the north, and after 200m connects through to 
War of the Worlds, one of the cave’s largest passages. This 5m-wide 
breakdown-dominated conduit trends northwest to southeast for 
700m, being blocked in both directions by substantial chokes. At its 
southern limit, a complex network of joint-guided inlets enters from the 
west. This links through to a short extension of the War of the Worlds 
conduit, which chokes in both directions. These inlets are close to the 
surface and lie approximately below the Twrch Sandstone Formation–
limestone contact on the escarpment south of the Blorenge. At 410m 
OD the southern end of War of the Worlds is the highest point in Ogof 
Draenen, but stratigraphically one of the lowest.
Dollimore Series
This extensive series of passages is entered via a narrow rift that 
intersects a very large, boulder-strewn, vadose passage, MS&D. 
Beneath the boulder-covered floor, a small stream drains westwards. 
Upstream this passage ends after 400m in a huge choke almost directly 
beneath the Reactor. Downstream, the passage meanders westwards for 
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300m, maintaining an average width of 10m, passing en route a major 
vadose inlet, Out of the Blue. This inlet can be followed upstream for 
700m to a choke. MS&D turns sharply northwestwards into the slightly 
smaller passage Into the Black. After another 350m this ends in a major 
choke and the stream is lost beneath the boulders and is not seen again 
in the cave. A smaller side passage turns abruptly towards the south, 
continuing for 200m before choking.

At the corner where MS&D swings northwestwards along Into the 
Black, a climb up to roof level enters a complex higher-level maze of 
phreatic passages at the same elevation as the Hexamine Highways 
maze and the Elliptic Passage series. This network of joint-guided rifts 
converges southwards on Luck of the Draw, an abandoned phreatic 
passage that can be followed southwards for 1.7km, developed in 
the upper part of the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation. Both the southerly 
continuation of this passage, known as Cantankerous Surveyors Series, 
and parts of the maze at the northern end of Luck of the Draw, display 
some of the finest gypsum helictite, anthodite and selenite formations 
in the UK. On the north side of MS&D, this maze network continues 
towards Hexamine Highways, but a connection has yet to be made.
Big Country complex
Entered via a narrow crawl off Three Amigos, this is a complex series of 
interconnected joint-guided vadose inlet passages draining south from 
beneath the Blorenge. These inlets converge on a large boulder-strewn 
southerly-trending stream passage that passes about 15m underneath the 
Elliptic Passage series and chokes at its southern end. The stream is lost 
in boulders and is not seen elsewhere in the cave. The water in both Big 
Country and the Dollimore Series has been traced to the Snatchwood 
and Pontnewynydd risings (Maurice and Guilford, 2011). Therefore, 
it must join the Beyond a Choke stream somewhere downstream of 
the known cave. This as yet undiscovered passage has been termed the 
‘Mystery Streamway’ in anticipation.

Genesis of the cave system
Little has been published on the speleogenesis of Ogof Draenen, 
reflecting its relatively recent discovery. The first geomorphological 
study of the cave was published by Simms et al. (1996) and expanded 
upon in Waltham et al., (1997). However, since these initial studies, the 
cave has expanded further and the detailed survey of the known cave 
is substantially complete (Chelsea Spelaeological Society and Stevens, 
1997; and unpublished data).

To understand the genesis of Ogof Draenen, identification of 
phases of cave development related to former water-table elevations is 
essential. The evidence for these is recorded by changes in cave passage 
morphology (Palmer, 1987), although structural and stratigraphical 
constraints must also be considered. In certain passages it is possible to 
recognize the transition between the former vadose and phreatic zones, 
allowing the elevation of the top of the contemporary water-table to be 
fixed. If levels observed at several points are similar, the location and 
altitude of the palaeo-springs can then be estimated. Former water-table 
elevations can also be estimated by correlating heights at which upward-
trending phreatic avens and rifts narrow markedly or close down, by the 
existence of an up- and down-stepping phreatic passage whose loop 
crests are at a concordant altitude, or by the presence of a low-gradient 
phreatic passage, either cutting across the strata or following the strike 
of a structural plane (bedding plane or fault). In this cave, it is this 
latter passage configuration, combined with observed vadose–phreatic 
transitions that has been used to determine former water-table elevations. 
Former flow directions can be ascertained from dissolutional scallops 
on passage walls, from current bedding and ripple marks in sediment 
(though the latter might not record primary flow directions) and general 
consideration of passage network patterns and gradients.

Detailed examination of the flow directions and passage 
geomorphology indicates that Ogof Draenen has had at least four major 
phases of development, interspersed with intermediate stages and 
captures, each phase corresponding to a major change or reversal in 
flow direction. Essentially, as with many great multiphase caves, the 
system can be thought of as three or four vertically-stacked cave systems 
separated in both space and time, linked by more recent vadose inlets 
and passage intersections. Assuming that there was continuous lowering 
of the local base-level during the time the cave was developed, either 
via valley incision or regional uplift, it follows that the highest phreatic 
conduits probably are also the oldest and now lie up-dip to the east, 
at elevations of up to 200m above the current streamway. Over time 
the active cave has migrated down-dip to its current position following 
base-level lowering in response to incision in the Usk, Clydach and 
Lwyd valleys. 

Passage morphologies
Passage morphologies in each of the abandoned phases of cave 
development fall into three categories: major low gradient but 
predominantly joint-guided phreatic trunk conduits; dip-oriented 
tributary conduits; and maze networks. The low gradient, joint-guided 
trunk conduits are essentially the ‘main drains’ of each system, aligned 
along a joint-set almost parallel to strike. They are predominantly 
breakdown-dominated conduits, with shallow phreatic loops of 
generally less than 10m amplitude. The amplitude of these loops is 
approximately the same magnitude as passage height and has allowed 
exploration to proceed largely unhindered by sumps or sediment 
chokes. Locally, minor vadose segments occur and these commonly are 
incised over loop crests. These ‘main drains’ generally trend northwest/
southeast along the dominant 150°–330° joint-set, which is nearly 
coincident with the strike. Locally they are offset along other joint-
sets. Where the laterally extensive, dominant joint-set coincides with 
the maximum hydraulic gradient, long unidirectional quasi-horizontal 
passages segments can develop. This permits passage segments to rise 
or fall stratigraphically though the limestone sequence whilst remaining 
at a constant elevation.

In Ogof Draenen, stratigraphical (bedding plane) guidance has been 
subordinate to structural (joint-guided) influences. The feeders to these 
major conduits are the dip-orientated tributaries. These are commonly 
vadose streamways, fed by sinks along the eastern crop of the limestone. 
Consequently they have steeper gradients than the ‘main drains’, but 
are still guided by the joint-sets. The most recent inlets, for example 
the Agent Blorenge streamway, have the steepest gradients developed 
in response to the vertical expansion of the unsaturated zone as the 
position of the ‘main drain’ has migrated down dip towards the west.

Complex maze networks occur in parts of the cave. These are 
characterized by very low gradient rectilinear networks of narrow, joint-
aligned, phreatic passages commonly up to 10m high, though seldom 
more than 2m wide. These are not always developed on one level but 
span a vertical range of up to 20m. Locally, passage densities may exceed 
1km per 100m2. These are not restricted to particular stratigraphical 
intervals, but commonly occur in the thinly bedded dolomites within 
the Clydach Valley Subgroup. Two major maze networks, and several 
minor ones, occur in Ogof Draenen. The Squirrel Rifts–Life on Mars–
Wessex Series maze is the largest, diverging south from the Megadrive 
conduit, but the Hexamine Highways–Luck of the Draw maze farther 
south, between the Elliptic Passage conduit and Luck of the Draw, is 
almost as extensive.

In terms of its geomorphic evolution, the cave can be divided into 
its five component ‘systems’ or phases; these are (highest, and thus 
oldest, first); the War of the Worlds conduit, the Megadrive-Elliptic 
System, the Cwm Afon captures, the Clydach Gorge System and the 
present Beyond a Choke streamway. It is possible earlier, higher-level 
passages might have existed farther up dip but have been eroded away, 
or have yet to be discovered, although the marked eastward thinning of 
the limestone succession beneath the Marros Group overstep limits the 
potential former extent of any such passages. Some passage segments 
are multiphase and most of these are larger than single phase passages, 
largely as a result of being active for longer. For example, one of the 
largest passages in the cave, MS&D in the Dollimore Series, has been 
active during three major phases of cave development, and is thus much 
larger than its single phase constituents. Other passages, mostly those 
that have not been reactivated by recent vadose inlets, still retain much 
of their sediment fill, which obscures their true dimensions. In addition, 
each stratigraphical unit within the limestone succession influences 
the style of cave development, imparting a major influence on the 
appearance and character of a particular passage.

Passages developed within the Coed Ffyddlwn and Pantydarren 
formations are characterized by locally extensive gypsum growth, 
facilitating block breakdown and collapse, creating square passage 
cross sections. In places, such as Bolder Land and The Reactor, 
the breakdown pile may exceed 10m in thickness. In contrast, the 
massive Gilwern Oolite, especially where undolomitized, produces 
smoothly rounded passages with wide sweeping undercuts and phreatic 
sculpturing. Dolomitization is locally widespread, especially in the 
southern part of the cave, and this has a marked influence on passage 
morphology. This is most clearly seen in the Waterfall Series where the 
Gilwern Oolite is locally dolomitized along joints. Where a passage 
intersects one of these dolomitized zones there is a marked reduction 
in size and the walls become much more uneven and pocked, taking on 
a characteristic knobbly appearance, and dissolutional flow markings 
such as scallops are much less well developed or absent.
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In many of the higher-level passages, especially those close to 
sources of sediment input, sediment deposition, alluviation and 
paragenesis have occurred (Farrant, 2004). The best examples occur in 
passages developed within the Gilwern Oolite, as these have suffered 
the least breakdown. In particular, Indiana Highway and the Waterfall 
Series include some of the finest examples of paragenetic canyons in the 
UK. In Megadrive, lateral incision induced by sediment deposition in a 
vadose setting, coupled with the low gradient, has created spectacular 
vadose alluvial notches up to 10m wide and 1.5m high. These are 
typically characterized by elliptical profiles with floors commonly 
mantled with fluvial sediment, typically sand with some quartz pebbles, 
probably derived from the overlying Twrch Sandstone Formation. The 
maximum size of the vadose alluvial notches appears to be generally 
proportional to the flood discharge and they commonly display well-
developed scalloping indicating rapid vadose flow. Some vadose 
notches also alternate from one side of the passage to another as the 
formative stream was forced against passages walls by the deposition 
of sediment banks within the channel. This can lead to very complex 
passage cross sections with extensive undercuts and in some cases 
oxbows, for example around the northern end of Indiana Highway. 
Vadose alluvial notches thus reflect successive episodes of sediment 
aggradation, causing notch development and sediment flushing leading 
to trench incision. In Ogof Draenen, sediment aggradation results from 
the injection of sediment from an upstream sink. Thus the notches are 
best developed towards the upstream end of Megadrive, and are gently 
inclined corresponding with the stream gradient. They decrease both 
in vertical size and lateral extent in a downstream direction in tandem 
with a corresponding decrease in average sediment grain size. Once this 
diminishes to sand grade, just upstream from the Nunnery, sediment is 
easily entrained and is flushed through, and thus no longer accumulates 
to form notches. Notches can also be seen in the Beyond a Choke 
streamway where isolated small notches have developed upstream of 
local boulder chokes.

Phase 1: 
The War of the Worlds System: Phreatic conduits at 420m?
The War of the Worlds series is problematical. It is a major joint-aligned 
conduit up to 15m in diameter, developed within the lower part of the 
Clydach Valley Subgroup, not far above the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone 
Formation, but its relationship to the rest of the cave system is unclear 
(Fig.8). Its limited extent, breakdown and continued incision by the 
stream draining south to the Reactor disguise its original function. It 
might represent a fragment of an early phase of phreatic almost strike-
aligned cave development running parallel to, but some 50m up-dip 
from the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit, forming a gentle phreatic loop 
aslant the dip at around 420m OD. If so, then the passage probably 
intersects the hillside a few hundred metres farther south at Waun Carn-
y-Defaid [SO 273 098]. Alternatively, it could be a fragment of a much 
younger down-dip joint-aligned tributary to MS&D. The large collapse 
chamber known as the Reactor has formed where this intersects with 
the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit. Too little is known to be sure of its 
original function. 
Phase 2: 
The Megadrive–Elliptic System: phreatic conduits at 360–370m
This passage system includes several phases of passage development 
between 340 and 370m OD. The first phase is represented by a major 
northwest/southeast-trending low-gradient abandoned phreatic conduit 
at 360–370m OD (Fig.8). It extends from Gilwern Hill to the Blorenge, a 
distance of over 2.5km, and is partially truncated by Cwm Llanwenarth. 
It comprises Bolder Land and Padlock Passage beneath Gilwern Hill, 
and Megadrive, The Nunnery, Elliptic Passage, Midwinter Chambers, 
Snowball and the Black Run to the south of Cwm Llanwenarth. The 
present southernmost explored limit is at The Reactor. The large size 
of the conduit, and the presence of coarse Twrch Sandstone-derived 
fluvial sediment in Megadrive indicates that the system was fed by a 
major stream sink somewhere to the north of the known cave at an 
elevation above c. 380m OD. This sink was fed by allogenic drainage 
from the west, probably by a precursor to the modern Afon Clydach. 
The upstream end of the system is developed within the Gilwern 
Oolite, and it descends progressively through the limestone stratigraphy 
downstream. The Reactor is developed close to the base of the Clydach 
Valley Subgroup.

The truncated northern end of the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit can be 
seen in one of the old quarries [SO 241 132] on Gilwern Hill (Simms, 
1998) at an elevation of c.380m OD. Here, shattered remnants of a large 
passage can be seen within the Gilwern Oolite, choked with coarse 
quartz-rich sediment and angular limestone blocks. Fragments of a 
similarly large shattered passage, containing identical sediments, occurs 
in Bolder Land (Waterfall Series) at 360–370m OD. The similarity in 
trend, elevation, character and size of Bolder Land compared with 
the northern part of Megadrive suggests that they are both part of the 
same conduit that has been truncated by the later incision of Cwm 
Llanwenarth. Megadrive and Bolder Land are developed entirely 
within the lower part of the Gilwern Oolite, just above the Craig-y-Gaer 
Coral Bed. In Megadrive, the original passage morphology can still be 
seen. Much of this section is two-phase with an initial phreatic tube, 
developed when the water-table was higher than 360m OD, modified 
by lateral vadose incision during subsequent phase of development 
following base-level fall.

Evidence for any inlets entering the northern part of the Megadrive 
conduit from subsidiary sinks along the eastern outcrop of the limestone 
is at best equivocal. Immediately to the south of Cwm Llanwenarth, 
Megadrive comprises two sub-parallel branches, Megadrive North and 
Siambre Ddu Passage, both ending at boulder chokes. It is possible that 
Siambre Ddu Passage might have been an inlet from the northeast but 
alternatively it might represent an oxbow to Megadrive North, which 
lies slightly down-dip to the west. At the southern end of Megadrive 
the conduit direction and style change abruptly. Here, the floor of 
the passage cuts through into the upper part of the Coed Ffyddlwn 
Formation along the line of a prominent joint and turns 120° to the 
northeast into The Nunnery. This passage also becomes progressively 
smaller up-dip. Large (0.2 to 0.3m) scallops in the roof indicate phreatic 
flow up-dip to the east along the Nunnery and then back towards the 
southeast along the jointing, initially into Perseverance I, creating 
a pronounced but very shallow oblique phreatic loop with a vertical 
amplitude of about 10m. This initial loop was eliminated progressively 
by a series of phreatic captures that were facilitated by the presence of 
alternative flow routes along the orthogonal joint-sets, each offering a 
progressively shorter flow route. These are represented by a series of 

Alluvial wall notches, Megadrive. These are developed where a sediment fill 
causes lateral incision rather than vertical entrenchment. Note the sediment 
bank developed within the notch. The passage here is developed within the 
Gilwern Oolite. Photo by M J Simms.
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passages branching off the Nunnery (Erection Passage, Perseverance II 
and Going Square), which reunite at the start of Elliptic Passage where 
the southeasterly trend is resumed.

The southeasterly trend is interrupted by an area of collapse and 
breakdown as the passage crosses a small fault. Beyond, in Elliptic 
Passage, the passage changes character to a high phreatic rift where it 
encounters the dolomitized Blaen Onnen Oolite. Between here and the 
Snowball, the phreatic passage essentially follows the dominant 150°–
330° joint-set, slightly oblique to (east of) the strike, and gradually 
descends stratigraphically into the Pantydarren Formation whilst 
maintaining a constant elevation at approximately 365m OD. Growth 
of gypsum within the pyrite-rich mudstones has caused spalling of rock 
from the passage walls, creating much breakdown especially in the 
Midwinter Chambers. Beyond the Snowball, the conduit steps eastwards 
along the 020°–200° joint-set in a series of shallow asymmetrical 
phreatic loops before returning to its southeasterly course. It maintains 
its topographical elevation, but continues to descend stratigraphically. 
The original form of this latter section of passage is much obscured by 
breakdown. Its present known limit is at the Reactor, a major collapse 
chamber bounded on its western wall by a thick barytes vein with traces 
of malachite and azurite. Probably the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit 
continues southeastwards from here, but is choked beneath about 10m 
of collapse.

The Three Amigos–Gone in the Years tributary enters from the 
northwest in the Snowball area. This passage is very similar to the 
Megadrive–Elliptic conduit, draining southeastwards at an elevation of 
c.365m OD. The origin of this passage is unclear, but it might have 
been the first route draining from the now-destroyed eastern end of the 
Nunnery phreatic loop. Alternatively, it might have fed water draining 
the overlying Twrch Sandstone Formation into the cave via sinks along 
the eastern margin of the escarpment, which would have lain farther 
up-dip to the east at the time.

The location of the Megadrive System resurgence is uncertain, but 
the water probably emerged from the base of the limestone (either from 
the base of the Clydach Valley Subgroup or from the base of the Castell 
Coch Limestone Formation) somewhere along the eastern escarpment 
at around 360–370m OD. Given the passage orientation and the local 
geological relationships, this constrains any possible resurgence 

locations to Cwm-y-Nant [SO 281 080], 3.2km farther south, where the 
base of the Castell Coch Limestone Formation crops out at 350–360m 
OD. A north–south fault here might be significant in allowing water 
to pass from the Clydach Valley Subgroup, through the Cwmyniscoy 
Mudstone Formation and into Castell Coch Limestone Formation. At 
all other points along the eastern escarpment, the outcrop of the base 
of the limestone rises up-dip to above 370m OD. The development of a 
resurgence down-dip to the west is unlikely. To achieve this, a passage 
would have to gain stratigraphical elevation, radically alter course and 
penetrate a substantial impermeable cover.

A frequently discussed scenario concerning the development of 
caves in this region postulates that the Llangattock cave systems 
formed before the Clydach Gorge was incised and originally drained 
southwards towards Pontypool. This postulated southern extension 
reaches into the area that is now known to have been drained by various 
phases of the Ogof Draenen system. However, the Megadrive–Elliptic 
System cannot be the southerly continuation of the high-level relict 
phreatic passages beneath Mynydd Llangattock to the north (including 
Ogof Agen Allwedd, Ogof Daren Cilau and Ogof Craig ar Ffynnon) 
because these passages are at significantly lower elevations (Smart and 
Gardener, 1989). Instead, the Llangattock cave systems are thought 
to have drained to palaeo-springs in the Clydach Gorge. Such springs 
could only have developed after the Afon Clydach had incised its 
valley sufficiently to expose limestone at this altitude. Hence they must 
significantly post-date the Megadrive–Elliptic System. The present 
floor of the Clydach valley below the projected line of the Megadrive–
Elliptic conduit lies at an altitude of about 115m OD, implying that at 
least 255m of incision has occurred since the Megadrive sinks were 
active.

Phase 3:
Down-dip captures from Megadrive: The Cwm Afon System
With the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit well established, a series of down-
dip captures began following unroofing of the limestone in the Lwyd 
valley, more specifically in the area of Cwm Afon (Fig.9). This created 
the potential for a shift in resurgence location away from the eastern 
scarp overlooking the Usk valley, west into the Lwyd valley. At the same 
time it seems likely that there was a progressive diminution in the role of 

Figure 8. Phases 1 and 2: The War of the Worlds and 
the Megadrive - Elliptic systems. Phreatic conduits at 
420m and at 370 - 360m. Drainage south-eastwards, up 
dip but down stratigraphy to resurge in the Usk valley 
around Cwm-y-Nant. Numbers in bold in the inset refer 
to successive captures that eliminate the rising limb 
and crest (Nunnery-Erection Passage) of a shallow 
phreatic loop by phreatic under-capture.
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the putative ‘Clydach sink’ as incision of the Clydach valley caused the 
westward, down-dip, retreat of the limestone outcrop. Concomitant with 
this, an increasing proportion of the drainage must have been derived 
from dispersed sinks along the limestone outcrop exposed up-dip on the 
eastern scarp. By increasing the down-dip component of underground 
drainage, there was a gradual migration in the orientation of the ‘main 
drain’ from southeast to southsoutheast. These under-captures occurred 
initially at the downstream end of the system, close to the resurgence, 
but the capture point migrated progressively further north, with each 
causing abandonment of the pre-existing up-dip conduit segment, and, 
locally, initiating vadose incision. These can now be identified as a 
series of passages that drain southsoutheastwards off the main conduit, 
represented (in sequence) by the Hexamine Highways maze and Luck 
of the Draw conduit; the Squirrel Rifts–Life on Mars maze; Canyon 
West passage; the Indiana Highway–Canyon East conduit; Raiders 
Passage; and lastly Strawberry Passage.

The most southerly of these diverged off in the Snowball area where 
the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit steps eastward along several joints. 
Here, the low hydraulic gradient (less than 1m/km) oriented oblique 
to the two main joint-sets favoured the development of an orthogonal, 
two-dimensional phreatic maze network that still remains partially 
choked and incompletely explored. This fed water southwards through 
Hexamine Highways, Mayhem of Pillars and other narrow rifts, enabling 
water to rise stratigraphically through the limestone sequence eventually 
to converge on Luck of the Draw, a major phreatic conduit developed 
within the upper part of the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation at 360m OD. This 
drained south along the 020°–200° joint-set and has been explored for 
over 1.75km to the current limit. The main passage orientation suggests 
the palaeo-resurgence was located in the Cwm Afon area of the Lwyd 
valley, which by this time presumably had incised to a sufficient depth 
to expose the top of the limestone sequence at around c.360m OD. This 
marked a significant change from the previous resurgence in the Usk 
valley, which was topographically higher, but stratigraphically lower. 
This change is reflected by the subtle reorientation of the drainage from 
an oblique up-dip direction to an oblique down-dip orientation (Fig.10). 
However, this palaeo-resurgence has been truncated by continued valley 
incision and slope retreat on the eastern flank of Cwm Afon.

This phase of cave development was probably responsible for the 
vadose incision farther upstream in Megadrive that is represented by 
a series of low-gradient, sediment-floored, vadose notches up to 15m 
wide, that meander across the passage at elevations between 359 and 
363m OD. Near the northern end of Megadrive, the sediments are coarse 
siliciclastic gravels, very similar to those in Bolder Land, overlain by 
laminated sand and mud. The gravel clasts probably were derived from 
the Twrch Sandstone Formation at the base of the Marros Group and 
their abundance indicates that this phase of development was still fed 
predominantly by large open stream sinks. Farther south, the notches 
diminish in size and the sediment becomes progressively finer-grained 
until it comprises mainly mud and silt. This suggests that incision was 
not rapid and sediment influx provided a protective veneer across the 
passage floor. To the south of Megadrive, vadose notches are absent 
because sediment deposition was insufficient to necessitate significant 
lateral incision.

The second major under-capture occurred farther north between 
the Nunnery and Rift Chamber. This gradually pirated most of the 
flow south into the Wessex Series–Squirrel Rifts–Life on Mars maze, 
probably associated with a drop in base-level to c.355m OD, caused by 
another down-dip shift in resurgence location. Although in exploration 
terms, both the Wessex Series and the Squirrel Rifts are separate, 
genetically they are part of the same maze complex, divided by collapse 
along a small intervening fault. Once again, the low hydraulic gradient 
orientated oblique to the two main joint-sets favoured the development 
of an orthogonal, two-dimensional phreatic maze network similar to 
the Hexamine Highways maze. Where the water went from here is 
uncertain; it might have drained via Life on Mars, before converging on 
an as yet undiscovered, southward-draining passage, similar to Luck of 
the Draw, at around 355m OD.

The next stage in the abandonment of the Megadrive–Elliptic conduit 
was the capture of the remaining flow from Megadrive farther upstream, 
and the development of the Canyons. This was probably initiated by 
headward valley incision of the precursor to the Afon Clydach. This 
incision led to the creation of a new stream sink, developed down-dip to 
the west from the original Megadrive sinks, at around 370–380m OD, 
but probably at the same stratigraphical horizon. Because of the dip and 
the overall lowering of the valley floor, this sink lay farther upstream 
than the original site, but at a lower topographical elevation. Subsequent 

drainage entering from the north was directed into the Yes Passage–
Indiana Highway–Canyon East–Tractor Tracks conduit, although the 
middle section of this has been truncated by much later incision of 
Cwm Llanwenarth as far as Megadrive. This comprises a series of fine 
paragenetic passages developed primarily along the 330°–150° joint-
set parallel to, but down-dip from, Megadrive and approximately 10m 
lower at 345–348m OD.

Much of the system is still contained within the Gilwern Oolite 
Formation, but strong joint-guidance allows the passage gradually 
to ascend stratigraphically towards the south, through the Gilwern 
Oolite, and ultimately into the base of the overlying Llanelly Formation 
in Tractor Tracks. Locally, the Canyon East conduit is two-phase, 
displaying superb examples of low, wide, sweeping sediment-filled 
notches at floor level. A fine paragenetic canyon incised into the ceiling 
above (but still within the Gilwern Oolite)  meanders independently 
of the notches. These notches diminish in size to the south in tandem 
with a decrease in the average grain-size and quantity of sediment, as in 
Megadrive. The outlet beyond the terminal choke in Tractor Tracks is 
unknown, but it might link with the conduit draining the southern end 
of the Squirrel Rifts–Life on Mars maze at approximately 340m OD. 
By about this time, late stage percolation inlets and shaft drains had 
incised narrow vadose trenches into the floor of Megadrive. The best 
example is an inlet entering from an aven in Megadrive North. This 
has carved an impressive narrow vadose canyon up to 6m deep into the 
floor of Megadrive that can be followed into Canyon East.

The final stages in the capture of water from the Megadrive–
Elliptic drainage system were the development of the Raiders Passage 
and Strawberry Passage conduits (Fig.11). Both appear to be late-
stage, down-dip paragenetic and vadose streamways draining water 
southwestwards from shaft drains in the Megadrive–Waterfall Series 
area. Raiders Passage was initiated as a vadose trench in the floor 
of Indiana Highway, but then diverged down-dip to the southwest, 
meandering along the joints within the Gilwern Oolite. For much of its 
length it is a two-phase passage, comprising joint-orientated paragenetic 
rifts linked by steeper dip-tubes at roof level, with a narrow vadose 
canyon incised at floor level. This trench is graded to a palaeowater-
table level at an elevation of about 330m OD where passage morphology 
changes to a phreatic tube and terminates in a sediment blockage.

A tributary to the Strawberry Passage conduit is initially encountered 
in the Entrance Series as a series of sharply meandering narrow 
paragenetic rifts developed within the Gilwern Oolite. Along this section 
the floor has subsequently been entrenched by a later stream, creating a 
narrow vadose trench cutting down into the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation 
below. The roof tube retains its original form at the start of Overpass, 
high in the roof above Cairn Junction, from where it swings round to 
enter the main conduit of Strawberry Passage. This runs parallel to, and 
almost directly above, Gilwern Passage but, in contrast to the passage 
below, scallops indicate flow to the south. Most of the explored passage 
extends northwards from the tributary junction but a large mud-
choked phreatic tube, at about 315m OD, has been explored for a short 
distance to the south and clearly represents the main conduit draining 
southwards. A tributary inlet entering from the northwest contains 
unusual reddish flowstone formations with a passing resemblance to 
tinned strawberries. Strawberry Passage appears to have been the final 
phreatic conduit draining to a resurgence in Cwm Afon at an elevation 
of about 320m OD. By this time the putative ‘Clydach Sink’ that had 
originally formed the Megadrive System was long abandoned, the 
victim of incision and scarp retreat in the Clydach valley, and drainage 
into the system was entirely from smaller, more-dispersed sinks around 
the northeastern outcrop of the limestone.

Phase 4.
The Clydach Gorge System: Phreatic conduits at 320–300m
The fourth main phase of cave development occurred with the initiation 
of the Clydach Gorge ‘System’ (Fig.12). This represents a fundamental 
180° re-orientation of the underground drainage in response to a major 
change in resurgence location caused by continuing valley incision and 
scarp retreat to the north of the cave system. Headward capture, incision 
and retreat of the Clydach Gorge led to the exposure of the westward-
dipping limestone at progressively lower elevations, beheading the 
upper end of the Megadrive–Elliptic System. Eventually, the top of the 
limestone was incised below the level of the Cwm Afon resurgences 
to the south, effectively reversing the hydraulic gradient through much 
of the northeastern crop of the South Wales Coalfield from a southerly 
orientation to a northerly one. As the Clydach valley incised its bed, 
water draining into the limestone from the overlying Marros Group 
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Figure 9. Phase 3. Down-dip captures 
from Megadrive: The Cwm Afon System. 
Development of the Luck of the Draw, 
Squirrel Rifts, Canyons and Indiana 
Highway conduits. Drainage south, down 
dip but up stratigraphy to resurge in Cwm 
Afon.

clastics along the eastern crop began to resurge near the base of the 
limestone in the Clydach Gorge at around 320–300m OD. The system 
created was essentially a series of conduits draining northwestwards 
along the 330°–150° joint-set, fed largely by a dendritic series of 
down-dip inlets originating from sinks up to 6km away. However, the 
elevation of the highest phreatic conduits (Haggis Basher) associated 
with this northward draining system are at a very similar level (c.320m 
OD) as the Strawberry Passage conduit draining south to Cwm Afon. 
Strawberry Passage is located further down-dip but stratigraphically 
higher. This raises the intriguing possibility that, for a while at least, 
the Strawberry Passage conduit continued to function, draining water 
southwards even while the Gilwern Passage main drain directly below 
was developing, and draining towards the north.

The Clydach Gorge system comprises an extensive dendritic network 
of relict, dominantly phreatic passages that can be traced throughout 
Ogof Draenen. Gilwern Passage, a large almost strike-parallel, joint-
guided phreatic main drain spanning several formations within the 
middle part of the Clydach Valley Subgroup, was fed by a series of 
tributaries extending for more than 4km to the southeast. It was fed by 
allogenic input from the Marros Group cap along the eastern flank of the 
Blorenge and Mynydd Garnclochdy and drained to a resurgence in the 
Clydach Gorge at around 320–300m OD. This was some 100m lower 
than the postulated Megadrive sink but still more than 180m above the 
current valley floor. Some of the passages initially developed during 
this phase still contain active, vadose streamways. The most southerly 
tributary is MS&D, a large vadose passage oriented approximately 
down-dip along the 300°–120° joint-set. It descends 40m along its 
length, before turning northwest where the current underfit streamway 
disappears into a choke at 326m OD. However, the original drainage 
route, now abandoned, probably connected through into Haggis Basher, 

at about 318m OD, although the postulated link has yet to be found. 
The second tributary, Big Country, probably joined the conduit between 
MS&D and Haggis Basher. This tributary comprises a series of vadose 
streamways that converge on a large boulder strewn passage at c.340m 
OD. However, as this ends in a major choke, it is not clear how it relates 
to the rest of the cave. The current underfit streamway does not drain 
into the known cave.

From Haggis Basher a large phreatic conduit up to 6m in diameter 
can be followed, doubling back and forth along the joints. Passing 
through Far Agent Blorenge it is joined by a two major tributaries.  
The first, Agent Blorenge II, enters from the north, before the main 
conduit swings northwestwards into Crystal Mole Passage, the choked 
connection to The Score. Just prior to the choke is the confluence 
with the second major tributary, which enters from the south. This has 
been followed southwards to a sand choke in Pontypool or Bust. The 
northern tributary, the Players Tunnel–Agent Blorenge II conduit, is a 
major vadose inlet draining south from the Cwm Ifor area on the south 
side of Cwm Llanwenarth. It joins the main Gilwern–MS&D conduit at 
the northern end of Haggis Basher, via a short sump marking the change 
from vadose to phreatic morphology at c.318m OD. Much of its original 
form is obscured by breakdown of the thinly-bedded Pantydarren 
Formation, notably in St. David’s Hall. A tributary to this passage, 
perhaps also fed by a former sink in Cwm Ifor, might be represented by 
the heavily-choked Wyvern Hall–Agent Blorenge II conduit. Although 
this conduit passes less than 20m below the Squirrel Rifts Maze, the 
disparity in passage morphology is striking and reflects the difference 
in passage gradient and function, and possibly lithology. In the southern 
tributary, terminating at Pontypool or Bust, scallops indicate that flow 
was northwards, into The Score, although the modern underfit vadose 
stream in its northern part now flows southwards. The function of this 
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Raiders Passage is a good example of a joint-aligned paragenetic canyon with a 
phreatic tube at roof level, subsequently incised by a vadose trench in the floor. 
The caver is sat at the contact between the paragenetic canyon and the vadose 
trench below. The passage is within the Gilwern Oolite Formation.
Photo by M J Simms.

The Score is a joint-aligned phreatic passage with localized vadose entrenchment. 
Its original form is modified by block breakdown, aided by secondary gypsum 
growth. It developed along a slightly undulose unconformity between the Blaen 
Onnen Oolite and Pantydarren formations clearly seen to the right of the figure. 
Photo by M J Simms.

Figure 10: Schematic cross-section and plan of the southern part of Ogof 
Draenen during phases 1-3 showing passage development initially up-dip to the 
Usk valley, then down dip when the limestone was first exposed in Cwm Avon.

Figure 11: Phase 3 (continued). Down-dip captures from Megadrive: The Cwm 
Afon System. Illustrating development of the Strawberry Passage and Raiders 
Passage conduits.
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inlet might have been as a collector for dip-orientated streamways to 
the south of the known cave, draining the eastern flank of Mynydd 
Garnclochdy, in a manner analogous to Gilwern Passage. However, 
it is also possible that instead it was fed by sinks that developed at 
the northern end of the Cwm Afon limestone inlier in response to the 
progressive lowering of the phreatic zone as the Clydach Gorge system 
developed (Simms and Farrant, 2011). These various vadose tributaries 
ultimately converged on The Score, a largely sediment-filled, joint-
guided but approximately strike-aligned abandoned phreatic passage. 
Up to 6m in diameter and about 900m long, it developed at the contact 
between the relatively pure, massive Blaen Onnen Oolite Formation 
and the thinly-bedded and dolomitic Pantydarren Formation, with its 
thin mudstone partings, below. This contact, marked by an irregular 
palaeokarst surface, might have been a locally important inception 
horizon during the development of the Gilwern–MS&D phase. The 
junction between these units can be seen clearly throughout the Score. 
Scalloping evidence throughout indicates phreatic flow towards the 
north. The phreatic roof tube can be followed into White Arch Passage 
as a series of parallel, mostly sediment-choked passages, and traced 
round into Gilwern Passage. Two additional tributaries, White Arch 
Passage and Upstream Passage, join the ‘main drain’ at this point. Both 
are large vadose passages much modified by collapse and now occupied 
by underfit vadose streams. Originally they were fed by a series of 
inlets, now largely abandoned, along the eastern scarp around Pwll du. 
Some of these minor inlets are still active, utilizing the same passage 
to drain water to the Beyond a Choke streamway, causing continued 
passage enlargement and collapse

The relationship between the Clydach Gorge system and the modern 
Pontnewynydd-oriented drainage systems is displayed admirably in the 
area between the White Arch Passage–Upstream Passage confluence 
and Gilwern Passage. The Beyond a Choke streamway is clearly a later 
stage, vadose under-capture, and explains the smaller size of Gilwern 
Passage relative to Upstream and White Arch passages, which have 
been active over several phases of cave development. Scalloping on 

roof and walls, and ripple marks on the sediment floor demonstrate 
that Gilwern Passage, a large, phreatic, joint-orientated conduit at an 
elevation of about 300m OD, drained northwestwards towards the 
Clydach Gorge. Because the passage orientation along the dominant 
joint-set is slightly oblique to the strike, the conduit gradually ascends 
stratigraphically through the limestone sequence. In places a vadose 
trench has incised across minor undulations (<8m in amplitude) in the 
original phreatic tube. The passage crosses the Gilwern Hill Fault at Old 
Illtydian’s Chamber, a large collapse chamber developed along the fault 
zone, and here the roof drops as the conduit reverts to a phreatic form. 
About 300m farther on the passage passes through a shallow phreatic 
loop, now occupied by a low duck, into St Giles, where it eventually 
chokes at c.300m OD.

Several minor inlets draining Gilwern Hill feed into the ‘main drain’ 
of Gilwern Passage and some still carry water. Many of the inlets lie 
along the Gilwern Hill Fault, which facilitated groundwater entry into 
the cave along the length of the fracture. This abundance of inlets, 
coupled with the availability of flow routes afforded by the major joint- 
sets, allowed the development of a complex network of small inlet 
passages. This process has continued to this day, creating the complex 
Baron Von Carno series, which contains more than 6km of passages. 
Some of these passages might relate to the high-level continuation of 
the Strawberry Passage conduit at c.320m OD but the relationship of the 
passages has not yet been clarified, partly due to the lack of a published 
survey for this part of the cave. Cave development represented by 
the Clydach Gorge System might be coeval with the high-level relict 
phreatic passages under Mynydd Llangattock to the north (Ogof Agen 
Allwedd, Ogof Daren Cilau and Ogof Craig ar Ffynnon), which lie at 
similar elevations on the opposite side of the Clydach Gorge.
Phase 5.
The Beyond a Choke streamway System
The current phase of cave development commenced with the initiation 
of drainage to a new resurgence to the south (Fig.13). Continuing 
incision in the Lwyd valley caused a reversal of the hydraulic gradient 

Figure 12: Phase 4. The Clydach 
Gorge System: Phreatic conduits at 
320 to 300m. Drainage north, slightly 
down dip but generally along or 
slightly up the stratigraphy to resurge 
in the Clydach Gorge.
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and a second fundamental 180° re-orientation of the underground 
drainage. This caused the capture of drainage from Gilwern Passage 
into the Beyond a Choke streamway with the resulting abandonment of 
the Clydach Gorge-oriented conduit system. However, water entering 
the cave via shaft drains along the eastern crop of the limestone between 
Gilwern Hill and Mynydd Garnclochdy continued to utilize many of 
the pre-existing down-dip tributary passages (White Arch Passage, 
Upstream Passage, Players Tunnel–Agent Blorenge II, Haggis Basher, 
Big Country and MS&D). Initially inlets draining into The Score 
followed the same route northwards, for example along The Score to 
join the White Arch Passage–Upstream Passage drainage before turning 
sharply southwards into the Beyond a Choke streamway at a prominent 
capture point. The Beyond a Choke streamway is a remarkably linear 
vadose canyon, predominantly orientated along the 150°–330° joint-set 
parallel to, but down-dip from, The Score. This circuitous route was 
soon short-circuited by several small passages that extend westwards 
from The Score, at least one of which connects with the roof tube in 
the northern end of the Beyond a Choke streamway. These represent 
a progressive southward capture of water from The Score directly into 
the Beyond a Choke streamway. Ultimately The Score was abandoned 
altogether as water from the southern tributaries reached Beyond a Choke 
directly via a steeply-descending capture along Agent Blorenge.

At its northern, upstream, end the Beyond a Choke streamway is 
entrenched by up to 30m beneath a large roof tube and has a relatively 
steep gradient, but towards Rifleman’s Chamber the roof lowers, the 
gradient decreases and the passage takes on a more phreatic form at 
an elevation of around 270m OD. However, this is still 140m above 
the current resurgence and hence a significant amount of vadose 
passage must lie between here and Pontnewynydd. The vadose–
phreatic transition suggests a palaeo-water-table at 270–260m OD, 
probably associated with a former resurgence in the Afon Lwyd valley 
at this level, but the lack of vadose incision in what is a large active 
streamway is intriguing. This is at about the same elevation as the base 
of the limestone now exposed  in Cwm Afon, just south of Blaenavon. 
It is possible that the streamway is graded to this level and that the 
development of the Pontnewynydd springs might be a relatively recent 
phase of cave development, with the drop in base-level generated by 
the development of these springs yet to propagate upstream into the 
known cave. However, the broader relationship between the aquifer 
and the landscape evolution in this region renders this scenario unlikely 
(Simms and Farrant, 2011). Water sinking along the eastern crop of 
the limestone south of the Blorenge is not seen in the Beyond a Choke 
streamway. Some water drains into pre-existing streamways such as 
MS&D and Big Country, but these streams cannot be followed far. 
Tracer tests (Maurice and Guilford, 2011) show that the water joins the 
Beyond a Choke streamway–Pontnewynydd conduit, either at or south 
of Rifleman’s Chamber, forming the postulated ‘Mystery Streamway’.

Similar influent streams occur at the northern end of the system. 
Here, vadose flow is directed down-dip towards the west, in response 
to incision in Cwm Dyar, a tributary to the Clydach Gorge. Much of 
this water originates from sinks on Gilwern Hill, where water enters the 
limestone along the line of the Gilwern Hill Fault. This drainage has 
created a series of minor vadose streamways oriented perpendicular to 
the previous phreatic Gilwern Passage flow route. However, this former 
route is still utilized by an underfit vadose streamway for part of its 
length, before the water is subsequently captured down-dip into the 
immature Dyar Straits.

Discussion
There are several intriguing features about Ogof Draenen that warrant 
further investigation. Firstly, the amplitude of the phreatic loops is 
very low given the length of the major conduits. None of the phreatic 
loops identified in the cave exceeds 15m in amplitude and most of the 
phreatic passages are almost horizontal over distances exceeding three 
kilometres. In much of the cave, the height of the passage occupies a 
significant proportion of the zone of active phreatic circulation. This 
contrasts with caves elsewhere in the South Wales karst, such as Ogof 
Agen Allwedd and Ogof Ffynnon Ddu, where loop amplitudes between 
20 and 60m are common. Secondly, the main streamway has developed 
a deep vadose trench up to 30m deep. This contrasts with the rest of 
the known cave where extensive phreatic passages occur with little or 
no vadose modification. Thirdly, several parts of the cave comprise 
complex maze networks, notably the Squirrel Rifts–Life on Mars and 
the Hexamine Highways–Luck of the Draw mazes. These are restricted 
to certain parts of the cave and are developed at different stratigraphical 
levels.

According to the model of conduit flow proposed by Worthington 
(2001), flow paths in excess of 4km in length, coupled with stratal 
dips of up to 20º should favour deep conduit development, with 
flow depths of between 25 and 50m. However, there is no evidence 
anywhere within the cave for phreatic flow depths in excess of 15m. 
Instead, the cave is almost horizontal and approximates to a State Three 
system, as defined by Ford (2000), and in places approaches a State 
Four system. However, Ford’s model only relates the depth of flow 
to fissure frequency, and furthermore cannot be used as a predictive 
model. It is also difficult to test. In reality, although fissure frequency 
is important, it should not be over stressed. It is the initial permeability 
field that will influence which fractures become the preferred loci for 
cave development. This permeability field is generally anisotropic and 
heterogeneous, linked not only to the fracture spacing, but also fracture 
connectivity and, in particular, to the initial fracture aperture (Palmer, 
2000b). Critically, it is fracture aperture that reduces the time needed 
for initial conduit breakthrough (Dreybrodt and Seimers, 2000). These 
factors are governed by regional tectonic stress patterns, lithological 
mass fracture properties and, in the case of bedding plane partings, 
incipient voids developed along ‘inception horizons’ (Lowe, 2000).

In the South Wales Coalfield, Variscan transpressional rotation, 
compression and extension of a relatively rigid block of competent strata 
has created the dominant northwest-orientated fractures and associated 
cross faults. These laterally extensive, but lithologically constrained 
open fractures provided an early route for groundwater, overcoming any 
(slight) geothermal advantage of deep groundwater circulation along 
‘tight’ bedding planes, thus precluding cave development at depth. In 
Ogof Draenen, these ‘open’ fractures also coincide with the hydraulic 
gradient, allowing the rapid development of long, very shallow conduit 
systems. Worthington’s (2001) model might apply where fractures and 
bedding planes are equally ‘tight’, thus allowing the development of 
groundwater circulation at depth, but it does not appear to hold for this 
example.

Once a phreatic cave has been established, it can respond to base-
level lowering in two ways. It can either incise the floor of the passage 
producing a vadose trench, or produce a new phreatic passage graded 
to the resurgence level. Phreatic capture has been dominant in Ogof 
Draenen, except during the development of the present streamway. 
Several models can be put forward to attempt to explain this anomaly. 
The first is based on the model proposed by Smart and Christopher 
(1989). In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu, a cave in a geological situation analogous 
to that of Ogof Draenen, they suggest a mechanism in which a phreatic, 
looping cave system evolves to a vadose state with a uniform gradient. 
They argue that a gradual increase in the vadose streamway component, 
at the expense of phreatic passage segments, occurs in response to a 
gradually enlarging vadose zone. Coupled with an increase in the 
dissolutional porosity of the limestone, which reduces the amplitude 
of the phreatic loops; this makes phreatic capture more unlikely. In 
addition, the uniform gradient that results further favours vadose 
incision, and thus, vadose incision will dominate over phreatic capture, 
especially where vadose entrenchment rates are high. This gives rise to 
a hybrid cave intermediate between the water table and vadose draw-
down caves of Ford and Ewers (1978).

In Ogof Draenen, this process can explain the increasing component 
of vadose ‘down-dip’ streamways in relation to the phreatic ‘main 
drains’ over time as the depth of the vadose zone increased. This is 
demonstrated by, for example, White Arch Passage, Big Country and 
MS&D during the development of the ‘Clydach Gorge System’, and 
possibly some of the trenching in Gilwern Passage, which is orientated 
slightly obliquely to strike (unlike the southerly-trending Megadrive–
Elliptic System, which traverses the outcrop slightly up-dip). However, 
there are significant differences from the pattern seen in Ogof Ffynnon 
Ddu. Firstly, there is no evidence of a gradual elimination of phreatic 
segments by vadose canyons, nor for a decrease in the amplitude of 
phreatic loops through time in Ogof Draenen. Indeed, unlike in Ogof 
Ffynnon Ddu, where loop amplitude has decreased from more than 
60m to less than 10m, loop amplitudes in the known part of Ogof 
Draenen appear to have remained constant over time. Moreover, this 
mechanism does not satisfactorily explain why previous phases of cave 
development have responded to base-level fall by phreatic capture, 
without any evidence of significant replacement of phreatic segments 
by vadose canyons.

Some models suggest the structural disposition of Ogof Draenen 
should favour vadose incision. In steeply-dipping aquifers with 
predominantly dip-orientated cave systems, such as the Mendip Hills, 
structural constraints provide a deep down-dip supply of water to the 
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Figure 13: Phase 5. The Beyond 
a Choke streamway System, and 
the development of the modern 
streamway.

resurgence. In this example, a deep phreatic zone generates a much 
higher probability that suitable fractures will be intercepted compared 
to a shallow, phreatic, strike-orientated systems such as Ogof Draenen. 
Furthermore, a deep phreatic zone permits the development of low-
level, hydraulically efficient conduits in response to head differences 
generated between proto-conduits prior to abandonment by base-level 
lowering. Because passages in deep phreatic systems remain below 
the water-table longer than comparable shallow systems, progressive 
development of dissolutional porosity over time, as suggested by Ford 
and Ewers (1978) might, for a uniformly falling base-level, further 
increase the number of potential alternative flow routes over time 
(Smart and Gardener, 1989). In contrast, horizontally bedded limestone 
aquifers generally support a shallow phreatic zone. Here, the potential 
for phreatic capture is much reduced and vadose incision becomes 
the predominant response to base-level lowering. However, in Ogof 
Draenen, this is clearly not the case.

Other factors, such as the lithological mass fracture characteristics 
(the fracture density of Ford (2000), and more importantly, as stated 
above, initial fracture aperture and connectivity) and the magnitude and 
rate of any change in base-level, will affect the response of the conduit 
system. If the fall in base-level is less than the depth of active phreatic 
circulation, or takes place in small incremental steps over a long period 

of time, then pre-existing dissolutionally enlarged openings developed 
during the previous phase of phreatic development are likely to develop 
into mature routes, thus favouring the development of phreatic capture 
over vadose incision. The time needed for these phreatic captures to 
occur will be relatively short where the fracture density is high or 
where laterally pervasive open joints occur. This would appear to be the 
case for Ogof Draenen, judging from the exceptional joint alignment 
of some of the phreatic conduits. Any vadose incision that might have 
been initiated will be abandoned as these lower, more efficient routes 
develop. Where the magnitude of base-level fall is greater (or occurs at 
a faster rate), the likelihood of pre-existing dissolutional openings being 
present at depth decreases markedly. In this situation, vadose incision 
might eliminate the loop crest more rapidly than alternative phreatic 
flow routes can develop. This is particularly so if the rate of passage 
incision is rapid, which is likely given an aggressive stream carrying 
an abrasive bed-load during floods. Vadose incision may also be more 
effective if the hydraulic gradient coincides with vertically extensive 
faults or shear zones that facilitate rapid vertical incision.

In Ogof Draenen, the magnitude of base-level fall between each 
phase in the Megadrive–Elliptic System, the Cwm Afon System and 
the Clydach Gorge System is less than 20m (Table 1), easily within the 
zone of active phreatic circulation. Given that any change in base-level 
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has to propagate more than 5km upstream along a quasi-horizontal 
phreatic system, and that suitable open fractures already exist, then it is 
probable that phreatic capture would be the faster response. In contrast, 
the fall in base level associated with incision of the Afon Lwyd must 
have been relatively rapid as there is no evidence of any prolonged 
phreatic still-stand between the Clydach Gorge System at c.305m OD 
and the current end of the streamway (Rifleman’s Chamber) at 260m 
OD, a change in base-level of more than 40m. A consequence of this 
rapid entrenchment, probably related to glacial incision of the Lwyd 
valley or river capture, is the creation of a vertically extensive vadose 
zone, permitting the development of vadose trenches up to 30m deep. 
This vadose entrenchment is still progressing as the Beyond a Choke 
streamway and its tributaries respond to the fall in base-level by 
headward vadose incision, creating a series of prominent nick points 
throughout the cave system. These can be recognized by a sudden 
increase in passage gradient and the development of a narrow vadose 
trench. Prominent nick points occur at the start of the Beyond a Choke 
streamway, the top end of the Agent Blorenge streamway and in Dyar 
Straits. In all these cases, the nick points also represent the elbow of 
capture where drainage leaves the pre-existing phreatic passages. A 
significant factor in the seemingly ‘anomalous’ vadose incision in the 
Beyond a Choke conduit might well relate to its projected downstream 
continuation, which we assume currently continues virtually straight 
to Pontnewynydd Rising (Fig.1). This postulated conduit lies down-
dip of the Lwyd valley, the only possible resurgence location for this 
southward drainage. From our analysis of the unroofing of the limestone 
in the Lwyd valley (Simms and Farrant, 2011), a resurgence at c.270m 
OD must lie up-dip of this conduit and hence implies the existence of 
a phreatic riser carrying water eastwards, up-dip to the resurgence. 
Continued incision of the Lwyd valley would cause lowering and 
downstream migration of the resurgence, thereby shortening the length 
of this rising limb. Hence it would be hydrologically more efficient for 
the main conduit to be lowered by vadose incision rather than for a new 
phreatic conduit to become established at a lower elevation still farther 
down-dip.
Maze development
Ogof Draenen contains some of the best examples of phreatic mazes 
in Britain. Two major maze networks occur; the Squirrel Rifts–Life 
on Mars maze, of which the Wessex Series is also part, and the 
Snowball–Hexamine Highways–Luck of the Draw maze (including 
The Last Sandwich and the Rainbow Canyon area). They are typified 
by high narrow phreatic rift passages, with numerous junctions and 
blind passages, developed on several levels. Stratigraphically, both 
maze networks occur in the mid to upper part of the Clydach Valley 
Subgroup, including much of the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation, although 
in both mazes the rocks are generally dolomitized. They generally do 
not display any clear dissolutional flow markings or scalloping. Features 
suggestive of classic hypogenic speleogenesis such as convection 
cupolas, wall channels and domepits, are also absent.

However, the reason maze networks have developed only in certain 
areas of Ogof Draenen are not clear. Several models for maze cave 
formation have been put forward. According to Palmer (1991, 2000a), 
most maze networks in otherwise typical branchwork caves are created 
either by high hydraulic gradients related to aggressive floodwater 
recharge, or by backflooding. Although back-flooding and high 
hydraulic gradients may be a mechanism for some maze segments, such 
as that at the southern end of War of the Worlds or in the Baron Von 
Carno Series, it does not appear to explain the more extensive maze 
networks seen in Ogof Draenen. The lack of scalloping or evidence 
of significant floodwater recharge is not indicative of high hydraulic 
gradients. Alternatively, maze caves may develop where a thin 
carbonate unit is overlain and underlain by insoluble, but permeable, 
strata that allow uniform diffuse recharge (White, 1969). More recently, 
in a series of papers, Klimchouk (2003; 2007; 2009) has advocated a 
hypogenic transverse speleogenesis model for maze cave development. 
In this model, soluble units sandwiched between insoluble porous or 
fissured formations initially serve as low permeability beds separating 
aquifers in a confined system. Conduit development within the soluble 
bed is driven by the vertical head gradient across it, so that flow is 
directed stratigraphically upwards through the sequence, transverse 
to bedding partings, rather than laterally along fissures. However, this 
requires dispersed and uniform aggressive recharge to all fissures from 
an underlying aquifer at the base of the soluble bed. The morphological 
features characteristic of this type of hypogenic or transverse 
speleogenesis appear to be absent in Ogof Draenen. Moreover, diffuse 

recharge though vertically adjacent porous sandstone aquifers can be 
discounted, as the Ogof Draenen mazes occur at different stratigraphical 
levels, sandwiched between other non-porous, but permeable, cavernous 
carbonate lithologies.

An alternative scenario is that the network mazes within Ogof 
Draenen might have been initiated early in the cave’s history through 
hypogenic speleogenesis driven by the release of sulphuric acid from 
the oxidation of metallic sulphides, such as pyrite, within the rock 
mass. Sulphides occur as disseminated grains within some of the dark 
mudstone-rich limestones (for example, the Pantydarren Formation or 
the Cwmyniscoy Mudstone Formation) or concentrated within certain 
palaeosol horizons within the Llanelly Formation (Wright, 1986b). 
Moreover, the proportion of disseminated sulphides within the Clydach 
Valley Subgroup is likely to increase as the carbonate sequence thins 
and becomes more marginal towards the north-eastern crop of the 
South Wales Coalfield. The introduction of oxygenated groundwater 
as base-levels fell during the evolution of the cave system would allow 
microbially mediated oxidation of sulphides. Evidence for pyrite 
oxidation is apparent in many parts of Ogof Draenen where sulphuric 
acid has reacted with the limestone to produce gypsum flowers, needles 
and anthodites. These are especially abundant in passages developed in 
the mudstone-rich limestones of the Clydach Valley Subgroup. Indeed, 
some passages such as Snowball, Midwinter Chamber and Crystal 
Mole Passage derive their names from the abundant gypsum flowers 
and a thin glaze of selenite on passage walls and sediment floors. Ball 
and Jones (1990) suggest a similar mechanism for speleogenesis in 
the Carboniferous limestones elsewhere along the northern crop of the 
South Wales Coalfield.

Sulphides may also be present along joint partings and as thin veins 
within the Clydach Valley Subgroup. Copper mineralization, along 
with much barytes is evident in the Blaenavon area, and can be seen 
in many places in Ogof Draenen, including the Life on Mars maze, 
the northern end of Squirrel Rifts, The Reactor and Gilwern Passage. 
Hypogenic speleogenesis by sulphide oxidation in a shallow setting has 
been suggested for the formation of other maze network caves such as 
Toca da boa Vista in Brazil (Auler and Smart, 2003). It is perhaps no 
coincidence that the two main maze networks in Ogof Draenen trend 
north–south and that the Squirrel Rifts–Life on Mars maze at least, is 
associated with a zone of minor faulting and sulphide mineralization. 
These fault zones may have facilitated the early development of 
primitive flow pathways associated with connate dewatering of the 
South Wales Coalfield basin and Mississippi Valley type mineralization 
within the basin margin carbonates. Once created, these pathways 
may have been utilized subsequently to allow deep underflow into the 
confined aquifer.

Once hypogenic speleogenesis has opened up fissures, it serves to 
enhance cross-formational flow and focusses groundwater flow into 
such zones by opening vertically extensive flow paths through much 
of the Clydach Valley Subgroup carbonate succession. Therefore, 
early sulphuric acid dissolution following oxidation of sulphides, 
either as disseminated pyrite within some of the limestone beds, 

Resurgence
elevation 
(m OD)

Phase Resurgence location
Base-
level 
change

Mechanism

400 ? War of the Worlds Usk (R1a) n/a Phreatic 
capture

370 – 360 Megadrive–Elliptic Usk (R1b) ?30m Phreatic
capture

360 Luck of the Draw Lwyd – Cwm Afon (R2a) 5–10m Phreatic
capture

355 ? Squirrel Rifts Lwyd – Cwm Afon (R2b) 5m Phreatic
capture

350 Indiana Highway Lwyd – Cwm Afon (R2c) 5–10m Phreatic
capture

340 Canyon West Lwyd – Cwm Afon (R2d) 10m Phreatic
capture

330 Raiders Lwyd – Cwm Afon (R2e) 10m Phreatic
capture

320 Strawberry
Passage Lwyd – Cwm Afon (R2f) 10m Phreatic

capture

320 – 300 Gilwern Passage Clydach Gorge (R3) 0–20m Phreatic
capture

270 Beyond a Choke Lwyd – Abersychan (R4) 30m Phreatic
capture

135 Pontnewynydd Lwyd – Pontnewynydd (R5) 135m Vadose 
incision?

Table 1: Resurgence elevations, location and magnitude of local base-level 
change for each phase of cave development.
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or as mineralized joint partings, may have played an important role 
in facilitating and developing regional flow systems. However, the 
subsequent enlargement of the initial maze fracture networks in Ogof 
Draenen appears to be related to the direction of groundwater flow 
in a low gradient setting (Fig.14). Most groundwater flow in Ogof 
Draenen is in major conduits orientated along the dominant joint-sets, 
mostly sub-parallel to the strike. Both of the main maze networks 
appear to capture groundwater flow from one strike parallel conduit to 
another, in a direction oblique to the dominant joint-sets. Under these 
circumstances, and especially where the hydraulic gradient is very low, 
no single fracture has a significant hydraulic advantage. As dissolution 
progresses, almost certainly facilitated by continued sulphide oxidation 
and the generation of sulphuric acid, the maximum enlargement rate 
is met in many competing flow routes (Palmer, 2000b), so instead of 
a single conduit achieving breakthrough, many alternative flow routes 
develop. The result is a dissolutionally enlarged, fracture-aligned, 
rectilinear maze (Fig.14) between the influent (Megadrive–Elliptic 
conduit) and the effluent conduits (Luck of the Draw). Thus the early 
development of open fractures by sulphide oxidation and hypogenic 
speleogenesis facilitated the capture of flow from the Megadrive–
Elliptic conduit westwards to conduits draining to the Afon Lwyd, via 
the Hexamine Highways–Luck of the Draw and subsequently via the 
Wessex Series and Squirrel Rifts maze systems.

Conclusions
The discovery, exploration and study of Ogof Draenen have revealed the 
presence of a remarkable hydrological see-saw that evolved in response 
to fluvial incision in three adjacent valleys. Developed predominantly 
within rocks of the Clydach Valley Subgroup, the cave is essentially 
three vertically-stacked, genetically separate cave systems, linked by 
shaft drains, chance passage intersections and invasive vadose inlets. 
Speleo-morphological observations throughout the cave have enabled 
palaeo-water-table elevations to be fixed and a relative chronology 
to be constructed. The highest, and oldest, parts of the cave, the War 
of the Worlds and the Megadrive–Elliptic Passage conduits, drained 
southwards to resurge in the Usk valley at c.400 to 410 and c.370 to 
360m OD respectively. This conduit was progressively captured to the 
south by a series of passages developed in response to incision in the 
Lwyd valley at 360 to 320m OD. Fluvial incision by the Afon Clydach 
to the north caused a fundamental reversal in drainage orientation and 
the initiation of the Clydach Gorge System, draining northwards to a 
putative resurgence at c.300m OD. A third fundamental change followed 
further fluvial, and possibly glacial, incision in the Lwyd valley to the 

south. Drainage was again reversed and continues to flow to major 
springs at Pontnewynydd, 8km to the south at 135m OD, although some 
local drainage still flows northwards to the Clydach Gorge.

Remarkably, during the cave’s history each of the three valleys 
(Usk, Lwyd and Clydach) has, at different times, been the location 
both for sinks and resurgences associated with different phases of the 
cave’s development. The earliest phase saw sinks from the Clydach 
valley draining southeastwards to the western flank of the Usk valley. 
Drainage from these Clydach sinks was then captured southwards to 
a succession of resurgences in the middle reaches of the Lwyd valley. 
Incision and scarp retreat in the Clydach valley caused abandonment 
of the Clydach sinks and establishment of a major northward-draining 
system. This linked numerous sinks on the western flank of the Usk 
valley, and additional input from a sink in the upper reaches of the 
Lwyd valley, with a resurgence in the Clydach valley. Finally, flow 
was recaptured southwards, with sinks on the western flank of the Usk 
valley draining, ultimately, to resurgences near the southern end of the 
Lwyd valley.

Conduit networks have developed mainly along the dominant 
fracture set. In particular, most trunk passages are aligned along the 
northnorthwest–southsoutheast joint-set, which has been opened within 
the neo-tectonic stress field. This has enhanced the fracture permeability 
of the limestone and has permitted the development of a succession 
of long, sub-parallel, shallow phreatic conduits separated by relatively 
small vertical intervals. The current main drain to the south differs in 
its significant vadose incision, a consequence of its position down-dip 
of the Lwyd valley and hence not favouring the development of later 
phreatic conduits still further down-dip. We suggest it is the orientation 
(relative to the hydraulic gradient), initial aperture and connectivity of 
these neotectonically-opened fractures, rather than the absolute fracture 
density that constrains the depth of conduit flow in Ogof Draenen. The 
low hydraulic gradient (less than 2m per km), coupled with the strong 
influence of guiding fractures and the possibility of sulphide oxidation 
within the host limestones generating sulphuric acid has facilitated 
the development of complex maze systems in parts of the cave. These 
appear to be associated with headward phreatic capture oblique to the 
two main joint-sets. There is no evidence for maze development by 
dispersed recharge, mixing zone dissolution or floodwater recharge. 
Instead, we suggest that maze development was initiated by sulphuric 
acid dissolution generated by the oxidation of disseminated and or 
vein sulphides within the limestone, and subsequently enlarged by 
groundwater migrating down dip to resurgences in the Lwyd valley.

Figure 14: Conceptual development of a maze passage in Ogof Draenen. A. Schematic plan view of the Hexamine Highways–Luck of the Draw maze. Water flow is directed 
along fractures and joints initially widened by hypogenic dissolution resulting from sulphide oxidation. Overall groundwater flow direction between influent and effluent 
conduits is orthogonal to the joint-sets. B. Sectional view. Joints within the Coed Ffyddlwn Formation direct water up to the Darren Ddu Limestone and Craig-y-Gaer Coral 
Bed members (at the base of the Gilwern Oolite Formation), which act as an inception horizon, in a similar transverse manner to that envisaged by Klimchouk (2009).
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